
I'm Rich, You're Poor
How to Give Social Media a Reality Check  

Shabaz Ali

Razor-sharp, laugh-out-loud satire of social media's
mega-rich from 'The Voice of the Cost-of-Living
Crisis' @ShabazSays

THE PITCH
TOPICAL: 'The Robin Hood of TikTok' (Forbes, '23) is a voice of the cost-of-
living crisis, predicted to be felt until as late as 2027 (The Big Issue, '23)

GROWING PLATFORM: Author has a fast-growing following and celebrity
fans including Taika Waititi, Fats Timbo and Laura Whitmore

HUMOUR AND HEART: The book is as hilarious as it is smart and gives us
the best medicine for these hard times: laughter

INCLUSIVE: Draws on stories from his followers, leading to a ready-made
group of readers who will want to pre-order this brilliant debut

THE BOOK
The world is full of books about how to be rich. This is not one of them. 

Today, many of us are feeling the pinch - and being bombarded with portrayals
of social media 'perfection' is making that pinch feel more like a punch.

We may know that social media - with all its billionaires and beauty queens - is
just a highlight reel. So why is it still making most of us feel so low?

Comedian Shabaz Ali wants to help you see the funny side of social media
again. Because while it looks nice to live up in an ivory tower, this book reminds
us that it is much more fun to be part of the baying mob that surrounds it.

This laugh-out-loud deep-dive into social media's ridiculously rich, will help you
love your own penny-pinched, rough-around-the-edges, extraordinarily ordinary
life.

THE AUTHOR
Shabaz Ali (@ShabazSays) is a comedian and broadcaster who has built a
large and dedicated audience with his withering take downs of those who
package and present their 'perfect' lives online. When he's not online you can
find Shabaz at his day job as a chemistry teacher in Blackburn.
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Mary Berry's Complete Cookbook
Over 650 Recipes  

Mary Berry

More than 650 classic recipes from Britain's best
loved cookery writer

THE PITCH
GLOBAL BESTSELLER: Previous editions of this title have collectively sold
over 410,000 copies in the UK alone (Nielsen Bookscan, June 2023) now
with updated jacket and layouts

MUCH-LOVED STAR OF UK TV: Mary Berry makes regular guest
appearances on TV shows such as The One Show, Graham Norton Show,
and This Morning; judges popular TV cookery competitions including The
Great British Bake Off; and has had several of her own cooking shows

A WEALTH OF RECIPES: Featuring more than 650 recipes - all of which are
photographed - from classic family favourites to dinners with a twist, there is
something for everyone in this much loved cookery bible

MUST-KNOW COOKING TECHNIQUES: Mary offers her trusted guidance in
more than 40 pages of must-know techniques accompanied by step-by-step
instructions

THE BOOK
More than 650 classic recipes from Britain's best loved cookery writer.

Britain's best-loved cookery writer, Mary Berry, is back with a new updated
edition of her bestselling complete cookbook. Learn to cook like your favourite
TV chef with hundreds of delicious tried-and-tested recipes and must-know
cooking techniques for you to give a whirl.

From mouth-watering classics like cheesy cottage pie, steak Diane, and
salmon en croûte to family favourites such as lasagne, chilli con carne, and
three-cheese macaroni, you'll find your belly full and your heart fuller. With some
exciting twists and turns along the way - prawn tacos, Thai spiced soup, and
stir-fried Chinese noodles - there is really something for everyone! Not to
mention a sumptuous collection of desserts guaranteed to satisfy your sweet
tooth, including cakes, pastries, soufflés, and trifles.

Perfect for everyday cooks, baking enthusiasts, and Mary Berry fans alike, Mary
Berry The Complete Cookbook is the crowning glory of every cook's shelf.

ALSO AVAILABLE
Mary Berry's Complete Cookbook, DK, September, 2017, £30.00, 608 pages,
hardback, colour, 9780241286128.
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The Bodybuilder's Meal Prep Cookbook
64 Make-Ahead Recipes and 8 Macro-Friendly Meal
Plans  

Erin Stern

Proper nutrition is critical for building muscle,
leaning down, and achieving that optimum look that
every bodybuilder wants to achieve. But every
bodybuilder knows how difficult it can be to manage
their macros, eat the right way to reach their training
goals, and also not get bored with what they're
eating every day. The Bodybuilder's Kitchen Meal
Prep Cookbook makes it all so much simpler, with
over 50 delicious recipes, 8 detailed meal plans, and
loads of meal prep tips and tricks that will help you
eat right, achieve your training goals faster, and
actually enjoy what you're eating each day.
Renowned bodybuilding champion and trainer Erin
Stern will guide you through every step of the
process so you can make meals ahead, eat food that
actually tastes good, and eliminate the daily grind of
eating the same boring foods every day.

THE PITCH
RECIPES AND MEAL PREP PLANS: Includes 64 recipes, each with
essential nutrition information and macronutrient breakdowns, and 8 detailed
weekly meal prep plans. Also includes tips for ingredients shopping, meal
prep, and building your own prep plans.

TREND-DRIVEN TOPIC: Bodybuilding and meal prep are both trending
topics, and this book will benefit from both.

PROVEN AUTHOR AND PROMOTER: This book will build off of the success
of Erin's first book with DK: The Bodybuilder's Kitchen, which has sold over
38K units LTD. Erin's platform is not massive by influencer standards, but her
audience supports her books.

SPECS: Softcover, 176 pages, 4-color, with photography for half of the
recipes in the book.

THE BOOK
With 64 delicious recipes and 8 weekly meal prep plans, this is the
cookbook every bodybuilder needs!

Every bodybuilder knows it can be difficult to plan weekly meals, cook every
night, and also stick to your macros. Meal prep can make the task a whole lot
easier, but it can also seem overwhelming if you don't know where to start. Now,
two-time Ms. Figure Olympia and fitness trainer and coach Erin Stern makes it's
simple, with 64 absolutely delicious recipe and 8 weekly prep plans, you'll never
get bored with eating the same meals every week, and you'll also get to enjoy
amazing recipes that actually taste good and help you reach your training goals.
Each weekly prep plan includes eight recipes along with detailed prep plans that
help you prepare meals for the upcoming week that will keep you satisfied and
on track.
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Here's what's inside:8 weekly step-by-step prep plans with detailed
shopping lists. Each plan targets a unique training goal, whether you're looking
to build muscle, lean down, or just maintain. 64 delicious recipes for
breakfasts, sides, salads, entrees, snacks, and even desserts. Helpful tips for
sticking to your plans, shopping smart, and modifying the plans to meet your
personal goals.

THE AUTHOR
Erin Stern is a professional bodybuilder and two-time Ms. Figure Olympia. She
has 14 IFBB (International Federation of Bodybuilding and Fitness) titles,
including the 2012 Arnold Classic Europe, and has been featured on over 20
fitness and bodybuilding magazine covers. Erin has created training programs
that have helped thousands of people reach their fitness and bodybuilding goals,
with a mission to empower, educate, and enrich the lives of people through
fitness and healthy living. Her YouTube channel and Instagram page are daily
sources of inspiration and practical training tips for hundreds of thousands of her
followers.
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The Tried & True Cookbook
 

Alyssa Rivers

Easy, comforting recipes for busy people who don't
have a ton of time to cook.

THE PITCH
HIGH-LEVEL INFLUENCER AUTHOR: Alyssa has over 12 million followers
across her Recipe Critic and Tried & True Recipes Facebook accounts, and
considerable secondary audiences on Instagram (190K followers) and
Pinterest (560K followers and 10M+ monthly views). Her recipecritic.com
blog received over 7M visits per month.

OVER 120 RECIPES: Over 120 everyday recipes that anyone can make. The
majority of the recipes will feature beautiful photography.

UNIVERSAL APPEAL: The recipes in this book are simple and utilize many
of the same appliances so many people already have in their homes,
including Instant Pots, slow cookers, and air fryers.

A SIMPLE APPROACH THAT SELLS: Readers love cookbooks that
emphasize simplicity, practicality, and speed. The recipes in this book will
appeal to this audience.

THE BOOK
The quick-and-easy cookbook for busy people, featuring 120 simple,
everyday recipes

Life is busy, right? And the last thing you need when life gets in the way is
complicated, time-consuming recipes that make it impossible to get dinner on
the table. What you need is a cookbook that makes it easy to create simple,
comforting meals, using everyday ingredients you already have in your kitchen.
In The Tried & True Cookbook, Alyssa Rivers-also known as "The Recipe
Critic" to her over 12 million loyal Facebook followers-gives you comforting
recipes that are practical, family friendly, and easy to make, often using
appliances like the air fryer, slow cooker, and Instant Pot to help busy people
make delicious meals. From weekday dinners that will satisfy even the pickiest
eaters, to amazing appetizers, sides, salads, and desserts, there's something
for everyone. Many of the meals can be made in 30 minutes or less, and Alyssa
adds her simple, practical touch to every recipe she makes. Most importantly,
every recipe has been tested by the toughest critics she knows: her friends and
family, so you know they must be delicious!

- Over 120 amazing recipes for mains, soups, sides, salads, sweets,
breakfasts, and much more.
- Time-saving tips to help minimize the time it takes to put meals on the table.
- Budget-friendly ideas that will help you maximize your grocery budget while
still sourcing healthy ingredients.
- Alternative instructions for utilizing popular appliances like air fryers,
pressure cookers, and slow cookers that so many families already rely upon.

THE AUTHOR
Alyssa Rivers is the blogger and recipe developer behind the wildly popular
Recipe Critic and Tried & True Recipes Facebook pages. She makes practical
and easy family-friendly recipes that are family-tested and family-approved. Her
Recipe Critic blog was launched in 2012 as a place for her to share her passion
for cooking and to share her personal story of triumph and success beyond
personal tragedy. Alyssa resides in Utah, where she spends her days cooking
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and being a mom to her four children, who also love cooking and help her create
many of the recipes on her blog.
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Weaning
What to Feed, When to Feed, and How to Feed Your
Baby  

Annabel Karmel

Everything you need to know about your baby's food
journey

THE PITCH
BESTSELLING TITLE: Previous editions of this international bestselling title
have sold over 180,000 copies in the UK alone

GLOBAL REACH As well as her books, Annabel's brand of baby foods and
purées are sold all over the world - US, UAE, Qatar, Kuwait, Netherlands,
Malta, Romania, Lithuania, Hungary, Hong Kong, Singapore, and Taiwan

WEALTH OF CONTENT: With over 60 recipes, four menu planners, advice
on allergies and nutrition, troubleshooting strategies and more, this book has
everything you need to wean your baby successfully

VERSATILE RECIPES: Featuring nutritionally balanced recipes for every
stage of your baby's weaning journey from six months to nine months and
beyond to help your baby explore new tastes and textures along the way

THE BOOK
Wean your baby confidently and safely, with guidance from bestselling
baby and child nutrition author, Annabel Karmel.

Weaning guides you through every aspect of weaning your baby, with advice on
when to start weaning, which foods to introduce first, how to prepare foods
safely, and how to spoon-feed purées and solid foods. With up-to-date
information on critical nutrients for your baby, advice on allergies and
intolerances, and tips on combining foods to build up flavours and textures, you
can be sure your baby is getting exactly what their growing body needs.

Over 60 enticing and versatile weaning recipes take you from six months to 12
months and beyond, along with nutritionally balanced menu planners. Every
recipe can be adapted to cater for common allergies and intolerances, and
many recipes suggest simple ingredient swaps to challenge and excite your
baby's maturing palate. With real-world advice, encouragement and
troubleshooting strategies from Annabel along the way, Weaning will lay the
foundation for a lifetime of happy, healthy eating.

THE AUTHOR
Annabel Karmel has pioneered the way families all over the world feed their
babies and children. With a career spanning 30 years, the London-born mother
of three is credited with starting a food revolution with her trusty recipes and
method and has received an MBE for her outstanding work in child nutrition. As
the UK's favourite children's cookery author, a bestselling international author,
and creator of the No.1 baby and toddler recipe app, Annabel continues to raise
the standards of children's diets, inspiring millions of families across the world.
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Tomatoes and Basil on the 5th Floor (The
Frenchie Gardener)

 

Patrick Vernuccio

Learn how to get the most out of every bit of urban
balcony space from one of Instagram's leading
gardening influencers

THE PITCH
FOCUSED ON BALCONIES: Unlike most grow books on the market that
focus on gardens, this inspiring content is uniquely dedicated to growing
organic crops on your balcony

HUGE PLATFORM: Patrick Vernuccio, known as "The Frenchie Gardener,"
has an impressive social media following of over 879K on Instagram and
more than 227K on TikTok (August, 2023)

A TIMELY PUBLICATION: Interest in apartment ownership is on the rise
(Daily Mail, 2023). Many of these will have balconies to fill with an abundance
of delicious crops

GARDENING STEP-BY-STEPS: All content is explained clearly with useful
illustrations and photography, to engage any level of gardener

THE BOOK
Get the most out of every bit of balcony space to easily grow your own
sustainable, organic, and tasty food.

Do you love having a balcony but aren't sure how you can use it as a space to
grow? Do you feel that being a few stories up in a building stops you from
growing delicious crops? If the answer is "yes," then it's time you read this
book.

Patrick Vernuccio is a small-space grower with a big message-and even bigger
Instagram following. Building on Patrick's popular 60-second reels, Tomatoes
and Basil on the 5th Floor will showcase easy and informative ways to grow
fresh produce in containers and on a balcony.

From dividing store-bought basil plants, to harvesting vegetables at the best time
of year, to letting plants set seed for the benefit of wildlife, Patrick takes his
readers through myriad ways to get crops and produce out of very limited space.
Working with the seasons and with good-quality seed and compost, he explains
all you need to know to ensure every inch of your balcony can give you tasty
and beautiful crops to harvest.

THE AUTHOR
Patrick Vernuccio, known as "The Frenchie Gardener" on Instagram and as
@thefrenchiegardener TikTok, is an urban gardener who has transformed his 18-
square-meter balcony into a green jungle, growing organic seasonal vegetables
and fruits in pots and containers. He aims to inspire people to embrace an urban
regenerative lifestyle. He was 36 years old when he planted his first seed, and
now he is convincing his hundreds of thousands of followers to do the same and
reconnect with nature. He writes for gardening magazines, teaches an online
gardening class, and has undertaken a certified permaculture design course.
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The Self-Sufficiency Garden
Feed Your Family and Save Money  

Huw Richards and Sam Cooper

Year-round growing plan to yield six portions of veg
per person per day plus batching and preserving
recipes

THE PITCH
A TRIED-AND-TESTED METHOD: Time, cost and nutrition underpin this
approach to self-sufficiency, making it achievable and rewarding

TIMELY: The cost-saving approach has never been more relevant with
households looking for ways to minimize costs during the cost of living crisis

A unique approach: "More of us are looking to include additional
vegetables in our diet." (Dobbies). This book is a guide to garden and kitchen

Best-selling author: Huw Richards, author of Veg in One Bed, Grow Food
For Free, and The Vegetable Grower's Handbook

THE BOOK
Eat homegrown food all year round and save money on your weekly
shop by following a simple plan for self-sufficiency.

Huw Richards and Sam Cooper have spent the past two years planning and
trialling their very own self-sufficiency garden in a 10x13m plot and now they've
worked out the perfect formula. Grow six portions of nutritious veg a day per
person following their month-by-month growing plan, which is realistic and
flexible with cost, space, and time in mind.

- Learn about Huw's self-sufficiency ethos, goals and approaches
- Create your garden and learn how to build all the growing spaces you will
need, such as hot beds and polytunnels
- Follow month-by-month planting plans with guidance on key tasks throughout
the year
- Discover useful kitchen tips meal prep, storage, and preserving ideas along
with base recipes so you can make the most of your crops

Follow Huw and Sam's tried-and-tested methods and save money while enjoying
homegrown food all year.

THE AUTHOR
Huw Richards documents his garden on YouTube - he has 755k subscribers
and his most popular videos have more than 4 million - and is co-director of
Regenerative Media. He has written three books with DK, Veg in One Bed
(2019), Grow Food For Free (2020), and The Vegetable Grower's Handbook
(2022).

Sam Cooper is a chef, photographer and co-director for Regenerative Media.
He has a following of over 327k as @chef.sam.black on Instagram. He creates
courses for Abundance Academy and writes recipes for The Farmer & Chef
blog. The Nature of Food (2022) is his first book.
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RHS What's That Weed?
Know Your Weeds and Learn to Live with Them  

Guy Barter

Identify and understand 40 common weeds to help
you curate the perfect plant selection for your
garden

THE PITCH
NEW APPROACH TO WEEDS: Has swept the gardening world. People are
interested in their environmental and biodiversity benefits (Guardian, 2022)

DETAILED PHOTOGRAPHY: Shows every element of the 40 weeds along
each stage of their life cycle, enabling clear identification for gardeners

ESSENTIAL INFORMATION: Each weed's place within the ecosystem is
listed, along with benefits, such as an ornamental, herbal, or edible plant

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY: The UK's leading gardening
charity, advocates a new approach to weeds, and brings a wealth of
expertise to this authoritative book

THE BOOK
Learn all about common weeds and how they affect your garden, to
make informed decisions about the plants you want in your patch - and
how to manage those that you don't.

Figuring out which weed is which can be tricky for new and seasoned gardeners
alike. In this book, garden expert Guy Barter lifts the lid on how weeds grow and
in what conditions. Discover each weed's benefit to wildlife, biodiversity, and its
role in the environment - plus, whether it has ornamental, herbal, or edible
properties that you might want to make the most of. 

This unique identification guide covers 40 weeds commonly found in gardens in
Europe and North America. Alongside well-known weeds such as nettles, dock,
dandelions, and bindweed, you'll find hawksbeard, pearlwort, ivy-leaved
speedwell, and pennycress. 

Detailed photographs of each element of the plant, from roots to leaves, will give
readers the tools to recognize weeds throughout their entire life cycles, from
starting out as seedlings before growing into mature flowers. 

Learn the best way to manage each weed and curate the perfect plants for your
patch.

THE AUTHOR
Guy Barter is Chief Horticultural Advisor at the Royal Horticultural Society. He
began his horticultural career in commercial field vegetable production and plant
breeding, and joined the RHS in 1990. He also worked for Gardening Which? as
a horticultural journalist. In 1998, he took over the running of the RHS Gardening
Advice Service, and has held his current position since 2016. He has authored
and contributed to many DK books, including RHS Encyclopedia of Gardening
(DK 2022), RHS How to Garden (DK 2016) and RHS Vegetable and Fruit
Gardening (DK 2016).
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The Raised Bed Book
Get the Most from Your Raised Bed, Every Step of
the Way  

David Hurrion

A practical guide to construction and planting, and an
inspiring book of creative ideas

THE PITCH
GLOBAL CATEGORY KILLER: With step-by-step photography and detailed
illustration, catering for differences in practice across the globe, this is the
definitive raised bed book

INCLUSIVE GARDENING: Raising the working height makes gardening
accessible to everyone: young, old, and those with mobility challenges

REDEFINING THE MEDIUM: Inspiring design plans from 8 international
gardeners demonstrate how raised beds can be highly creative

POPULARITY OF FOOD GROWING "Set to continue with raised beds -
which aid with accessibility and promote faster growing" according to RHS

THE BOOK
Whether you want to garden at a more accessible height, improve soil
fertility, nurture plants with particular needs, or simply enjoy a closer
sensory experience, growing in raised beds will help you reach new
heights in the garden. 

Raised beds are possible in any sized garden, even on balconies, but it needs
expert advice to create the optimum growing conditions, achieve the most
practical use of space tailored to your individual needs, and ensure longevity of
the raised bed structure.

Featuring clear diagrams, inspired planting plans, and step-by-step photography
of beds built from scratch, this book will be the ultimate guide on your raised
bed journey.

In addition, 8 international gardeners share their love for raised beds and provide
planting designs that will open your eyes to creative possibilities.

From siting and designing, choosing materials and growing media, to ongoing
maintenance and how best to care for your plants, The Raised Bed Book is the
final word on growing above ground.

THE AUTHOR
David Hurrion is a gardening journalist, tutor, lecturer and RHS judge. For
more than 20 years he has written and edited for the main British gardening
magazines, currently as Associate Editor for BBC Gardeners' World Magazine.
He has appeared as a regular contributor and an expert commentator on TV and
radio. David has designed, built and planted gardens at most of the major
garden shows in the UK, including Chelsea Flower Show. He teaches a range of
courses and masterclasses, from garden design to soil science, including with
The Master Gardeners of San Diego in California.
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Grow Lawns
Essential Know-how and Expert Advice for
Gardening Success  

Fuss-free guide to designing, creating, and
maintaining a lawn, ideal for first-time gardeners

THE PITCH
NEXT IN SERIES: Part of the low-price, paperback, gardening Grow series
by DK - the UK's number one gardening publisher - targeting first-time
gardeners

COMPREHENSIVE CONTENT: Covers all the considerations of lawns and
alternatives based on different needs, and basic techniques so beginners
know where to start

CONSUMER INTEREST: Gardeners are choosing lawns over artificial grass
(Society of Garden Designers, 2023) plus alternatives such as meadows and
gravel (House and Garden, 2023)

GARDEN MARKET: 43% use their garden more now than pre-pandemic (UK,
Ebay Ads, 2022)

THE BOOK
Create the ideal lawn for your space and know how to look after it. 

Ideal for first-time gardeners, Grow Lawns contains everything you need to know
to choose and maintain the perfect lawn - whether that means formal straight
lines, a playful space, or a hub for wildlife. Understand different grass types,
whether to sow seed or lay turf, and maintenance techniques including mowing,
aerating, and scarifying. Discover alternatives too such as bulbs to add colour in
spring or wildflower meadows to attract pollinators.

Packed with practical, jargon-free know-how, this easy-to-use guide has
everything you need to know to help your garden Grow.

THE AUTHOR
Geoff Hodge is a gardening and horticultural writer, journalist, editor and
broadcaster based in Peterborough, England. He writes regular features for
Garden News and has authored several RHS titles, including RHS Botany for
Gardeners, The RHS Allotment Handbook, RHS Propagation Techniques, and
RHS Pruning and Training.
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Grow Shade Garden
Essential Know-how and Expert Advice for
Gardening Success  

Zia Allaway

Fuss-free guide to designing, planting, and
maintaining a shady garden, ideal for first-time
gardeners

THE PITCH
NEXT IN SERIES: Part of the low-price, paperback, gardening Grow series
by DK - the UK's number one gardening publisher - targeting first-time
gardeners

COMPREHENSIVE CONTENT: Features detailed profiles on shade-loving
plants and practical projects accompanying advice on how to assess, design
and maintain your shady space

CONSUMER INCREASE: 43% use their garden more now than pre-pandemic
(UK, Ebay Ads, 2022)

URBAN GARDENERS: Urban outdoor spaces are often shady due to high
buildings in close proximity. Approximately 57% of the UK's population live in
urban areas (Statista, 2022)

THE BOOK
Discover how to assess, grow and maintain a shady garden.

Ideal for first-time gardeners, Grow Shade Garden contains everything you need
to create a flourishing garden full of colour, texture and scent in a shady space.

Learn how to grow and care for a variety of shade-loving plants with tips on
selecting the right site and varieties. Once you understand different types of
shade and have assessed your space, select the best plants for your garden
with the help of handy directories that profile different shrubs, perennials, bulbs,
and trees, and provide key growing information. Projects on tree planting,
container displays, and creating a fernery also get you started on planting
techniques and ideas to make the most of a shaded space.

Packed with practical, jargon-free know-how, this easy-to-use guide has
everything you need to know to help your garden Grow.

THE AUTHOR
Zia Allaway is a horticulturalist, editor and journalist. She writes a regular
column on gardeners for Homes & Gardens magazine, and has written a range
of titles for DK, including Grow Small Gardens, Grow Trees, Grow Low-
maintenance, Grow Compost, Grow Eco-Gardening, RHS Practical House Plant
Book and RHS Practical Cactus & Succulent Book, Indoor Edible Garden, How
to Grow Practically Everything, RHS The Complete Gardener's Manual and RHS
What Plant Where, and has also contributed to RHS Encyclopedia of Plants
and Flowers.
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Woodworking
The Complete Step-by-Step Manual  

DK

A new, updated issue of this bestselling guide to
essential carpentry techniques and timeless projects
to master the art of woodworking

THE PITCH
BEST-SELLING TITLE: With more than 340,000 copies sold globally since
2010, this must-have guide has proven hugely popular with woodworkers of
all levels. We are including 5 new projects and revisiting the book to make
sure every project is useful to readers and contemporary tastes

THE "REPAIR SHOP" EFFECT: The popularity of carpentry endures thanks
to the BBC series, The Repair Shop, along with C4's Handmade: Britain's
Best Woodworker and NBC's Making It

EXPERT GUIDANCE: Created with the support of the Worshipful Company of
Carpenters and The Building Crafts College, highly respected authorities on
how to teach woodworking

GREEN WOOD: Timber is increasingly being recognised as a highly
sustainable material for furniture and construction, making carpentry a future-
proof industry and hobby

THE BOOK
Master the art of carpentry and create timeless handcrafted pieces with
this essential guide to working with wood. 

Discover key woodworking techniques - from basic through to more advanced
types of wood joints, finishing, woodturning, and furniture restoration - in this
hands-on instructive carpentry manual. Discover how best to use all the
essential woodworking tools, including hand tools, power tools, and machine
tools. Become knowledgeable about woods so that you can choose the right
wood for the job - more than 100 hard- and softwood profiles are covered.

Then, put your skills into practice with over 25 DIY woodworking projects, with
detailed plans and step-by-step photographic instructions. Start with a simple
chopping board or shelf, or try more advanced woodworking ideas such as a
blanket box or garden bench. Accredited by the Worshipful Company of
Carpenters, Woodworking is a complete illustrated woodworking course, giving
you all the carpentry skills and techniques you need to create well-crafted and
practical objects in treated wood.

THE AUTHOR
Woodworking is written with input from multiple contributors including Alan and
Gill Bridgewater, Glyn Bridgewater, Colin Eden-Eadon, Sally Francis,
John Lloyd, Jonathan Tibbs, Chris Ward, and J. M. Wilkie, along with
involvement from the Building Crafts College. Founded in 1893 by the
Worshipful Company of Carpenters, the BCC is the UK's leading provider of
construction crafts education, with a focus on delivering skills and producing
high-quality work.
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Chris Packham's Birdwatching Guide
From Beginner to Birder  

Chris Packham

Chris Packham enthusiastically invites you into his
world of birdwatching

THE PITCH
AN EXPERT AT YOUR FINGERTIPS Instant access to insights and
knowledge from renowned naturalist, broadcaster, photographer, and
conservationist, Chris Packham

GROWING MARKET: Feeds a huge growth in UK birdwatching - the number
of unique visitors to the RSPB's website grew 70 per cent year-on-year during
the first lockdown (Source: RSPB)

TV BOOST: Chris Packham has recently fronted Earth - the BBC's latest
flagship natural history series

CLEAR VISUAL GUIDE: Explains key techniques that make you a better
birdwatcher, including step-by-step illustrations, and covering fieldcraft,
equipment, and habitats of Britain and northern Europe

THE BOOK
Chris Packham's infectious passion for nature will inspire you on your
birdwatching journey.

Chris is a lifelong birdwatcher and the perfect guide on a day out bird spotting.
Through a series of chapters, he can build you from an absolute beginner
exploring your own backyard, giving you tips and insights that he has gained
from years of birdwatching.

Whether you are in a city or deep in the country, birds are guaranteed and
provide an easy doorway into nature. Learn where, when, and how to look and
what to look out for. Find out what equipment to buy and how to use it. Discover
the different characters and characteristics of birds - from the shy bittern to the
bold robin and gymnastic red kite.

As you build skills and experience, the book will help you expand horizons from
walks with binoculars around your "local patch" to visiting remote wildlife
reserves and other nature hotspots, with their contrasting birdlife and different
demands, from dense woodland to expansive estuaries teeming with flocks of
waders.

THE AUTHOR
Chris Packham (contributing author) is a top tv naturalist and an award-winning
conservationist, photographer, and author. As a young scientist, he researched
kestrels, shrews, and badgers, and studied zoology at Southampton University.
His career began with the award-winning Really Wild Show for the BBC, and he
is now co-presenter of the BBC's Springwatch, Autumnwatch, and Winterwatch.
His 2017 memoir Fingers in the Sparkle Jar was a no.1 Sunday Times
bestseller.
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A History of Christianity
2,000 Years of Faith  

Michael Collins and Matthew A.Price

Discover the story of Christianity and how it changed
the world

THE PITCH
HIGHLY VISUAL: A comprehensive and accessible illustrated guide to the
key events and thinkers of the last 2,000 years of Christianity

MODERNISED: Fully revised and updated - including a detailed overview of
the Church in the 21st century - with a brand new template and jacket livery

WORLD'S LARGEST RELIGION: Public interest in the subject matter is
huge - The Case for Christ by Lee Strobel has sold more than 5 million
copies

DIVERSE: Global in scope, offering an overview of Christianity around the
world

THE BOOK
Who really was Jesus Christ? How did Christianity spread around the
world? And how has Christian belief changed over the last 50 years?

Providing the answers to these and many other questions, A History of
Christianity charts the 2,000-year-long history of the world's largest religion.

This richly illustrated overview covers everything from the world of the Old
Testament to Christianity in the 21st century, including topics such as the early
martyrs, the birth of the monasteries, the Crusades, the Reformation, and the
rise of the Church in the Americas and Africa. It examines the wide-ranging
beliefs and doctrines found within the Church, and illuminates the role
Christianity plays in ordinary people's lives. With its fresh, highly visual
approach, A History of Christianity introduces the key events, figures, and
movements that helped shape the Church.

Beautifully illustrated, clearly presented, and written in an accessible style, this
unique guide is the perfect companion for both believers and those who want to
know about the history of the Church.

THE AUTHOR
Ordained in 1985, Father Michael Collins is a graduate of the Pontifical
Institute of Christian Archeology in Rome. He has written and contributed to 15
books, published in 12 languages, including DK's Lost Masterpieces (2022)
Books That Changed History (2017), Pope Francis (2015), and The Vatican
(2008). Matthew Price holds an MA in Church History and is a respected
publisher of books about Christianity.
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History Year by Year
The Ultimate Visual Guide to the Events that
Shaped the World  

A concise and detailed chronological survey of world
events from early human ancestors to the present
day

THE PITCH
GLOBAL: Explore the events, people, inventions and ideas that make up all
of human history, gaining insight into how events unfold across time,
civilizations, and nations.

DYNAMIC: The two-tiered timeline structure provides at-a-glance information
as well as a dynamic narrative of the year's events

CURRENT: Updated to include notable recent events such as the global
pandemic

POPULAR TITLE: More than 183,000 copies sold worldwide

THE BOOK
Discover the world's most significant events through a detailed, dynamic,
book-long timeline of over 7 million years.

When did Hannibal cross the Alps? What caused the war of Jenkins' Ear? Who
was Rosa Parks? How did the Arab Spring unfold? Discover history's most
decisive moments as and when they happened. Taking a chronological
approach, History Year by Year invites you to explore momentous discoveries,
ingenious inventions, and important events from around the world in the context
of their time. Along the way you'll meet charismatic leaders, brutal dictators,
influential thinkers, and innovative scientists from every corner of the globe.

Follow in the steps of your human ancestors as they colonize the planet,
develop tools, harness fire, and paint cave walls. Learn how their descendants
established great civilizations, founded huge empires, domesticated animals,
built pyramids, produced great art, authored epic poems, and even travelled into
space. There are wars and rebellions, voyages of adventure and discovery,
extraordinary developments in technology, and incredible sporting feats.

Accessible to everyone, History Year by Year's combination of bite-sized
information, eye-catching images, crystal-clear maps, and memorable stats will
delight history-lovers and make an ideal gift for trivia fans wanting facts at their
fingertips. If you've ever wondered exactly what happened when - and where it all
took place - then this is the book for you.

ALSO AVAILABLE
9781409316138 Science Year By Year
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Natural Wonders of the World
 

Chris Packham(Foreword by)

An unrivalled exploration of the most amazing
natural wonders on Earth

THE PITCH
GLOBAL COVERAGE Organized continent by continent, includes the
greatest natural wonders from around the world, from the Grand Canyon to
the Amazon Rainforest and the Himalayas to the Antarctic Ice-sheet

PHOTOGRAPHY Awe-inspiring photography makes this a visual celebration
of our planet's natural beauty

ARTWORK AND MODELS Artworks and digital terrain models, constructed
from satellite and other data, explain how features were formed and reveal
their hidden sides

SALES HISTORY Since publication in 2017, the book has sold more than
120,000 copies worldwide

THE BOOK
Discover which of Earth's wonders should definitely make it onto your
bucket list with this unparalleled survey of the world's natural treasures.

Breathtaking landscape photography is combined with 3D terrain models and
other explanatory artworks to reveal what lies beneath the surface and show
how features formed. To complete the all-round picture, the plants and animals
that inhabit the environments are also included, making Natural Wonders of the
World a unique celebration of our world as well as the most accessible-ever
guide to Earth's geological processes and features.

QUOTES
‘This book will give you serious wanderlust - we're already planning our next
trip.’ How it Works

ALSO AVAILABLE
9781465464170 Natural Wonders of the World
9780241340714 Manmade Wonders of the World
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The Cat Encyclopedia
The Definitive Visual Guide  

A stunning celebration of all things feline, from
domestication and anatomy to practical advice on
breeds and cat care

THE PITCH
THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE and lavishly illustrated cat book on the
market - a beautiful book for browsing, and an indispensable manual for every
cat owner

UPDATED to include some of the latest breeds to gain recognition, such as
the Lykoi (also known as the wolf cat)

GLOBAL COVERAGE of cat breeds from around the world, including those
recognized by TICA, CFA, GCCF, and FiFe

PROVIDES ADVICE for every stage of your cat's life - including health care
and first aid - and an illustrated guide to feline anatomy and body systems

THE BOOK
Are you a feline fanatic? Could you tell the difference between a
Housecat and an Ojos Azules? Do you want to know how to keep your
kitty happy and healthy?

The Cat Encyclopedia is a comprehensive cat compendium that has all the
facts about cats and kittens. It's packed with beautifully photographed profiles of
different breeds from the Maine Coon to the Khao Manee, and includes
information on caring for your own cat.

This book also offers information on the science and history of house cats. Find
out how cats were domesticated and developed into separate breeds, and see
their prominence in art, literature, and superstition. A chapter on feline biology
focuses on the anatomy of cats - including the nervous system, digestion, and
muscles - and also features detailed descriptions of cat senses and coat
patterns.

With help on cat care - from preparing for your cat's arrival and essential
equipment to healthcare and training - The Cat Encyclopedia is the perfect guide
for cat lovers.

ALSO AVAILABLE
9780241600894 The Dog Encyclopedia 2nd ed
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The Sports Book
 

Know the score with this ultimate guide to sport -
updated in time for the 2024 Olympics

THE PITCH
THE ULTIMATE GUIDE: Covers more than 200 of the world's most popular
sports - from football and basketball to less widely-known sports such as
korfball and dragon boat racing

FULLY REVISED: Updated with the latest rules and stats for every featured
sport and competition, including the stories behind every Olympics Games
leading up to Paris

LEARN THE GAMES: Clear step-by-step artworks explain key sporting skills
and techniques, fields of play, and player positions

TOP SELLER: Previous editions have sold more than 300,000 copies
worldwide

THE BOOK
This is the ultimate guide to sports and the perfect reference for the Paris
Olympics in 2024 - an amazing year for sport.

Discover everything you need to know about more than 200 sports, including all
of the Olympic and Paralympic events featured in Tokyo and Beijing. Get the
authoritative inside scoop from leading experts in each sport. Discover match-
winning insights into the strategies and tactics of the world's top competitors.
And learn all of the facts, stats, and stories behind the Olympic Games - the
most spectacular sporting event on the planet.

Fully revised with the latest facts, stats, rules, and results of world sport, The
Sports Book also includes details of the current world and Olympic records. It is
perfect for any sports buffs in need of an ultimate quick-reference guide, or
anyone looking to top up their sports knowledge.

ALSO AVAILABLE
9780241656945 The Sports Book 6th Ed
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The World War I Book
Big Ideas Simply Explained  

An accessible guide to the major events and turning
points of the First World War, and the nations and
individuals involved

THE PITCH
ESSENTIAL OVERVIEW: Profiles the key milestones of the First World War
- exploring the technologies, tactics, and turning points

GLOBAL COVERAGE: Covers all the main theatres of the conflict, and the
experience of war - from civilian life to the horrors of gas attacks

NOVEL APPROACH: Combines bold graphics and clear text with insightful
and inspiring quotes from military leaders and historians

BEST-SELLING SERIES: The "Big Ideas" series has sold more than 8.5
million copies across 88 countries and in 29 languages

THE BOOK
Discover the key battles, tactics, technologies and turning points of the
First World War - the epic conflict that was supposed to be "the war to
end all wars". 

Combining authoritative, exciting text and bold explanatory graphics The World
War I Book explores the historical background to the war, its causes, all of key
events across the major theatres of conflict, and its aftermath.

Using the original, graphic-led approach of the series, entries profile more than
90 of the key events during and surrounding the conflict - from the growing
tensions between Europe's major powers to the assassination of Archduke
Franz Ferdinand, the German invasion of Belgium, the endless slaughter in the
trenches, the American entry into the war, the Russian Revolution, the
Armistice, and the creation of the League of Nations.

Offering a uniquely compelling, accessible, and immediate history of the war,
The World War I Book shows how certain key battles, individual leaders,
political and economic forces, and technological advances influenced the course
of the conflict, and the decades that followed.

ALSO AVAILABLE
9780241638668 The Philosophy Book 2nd Ed
9780241638682 The Psychology Book 2nd Ed
9780241257074 The Design Book
9780241656839 The Economics Book 2nd Ed
9780241656846 The Politics Book 2nd Ed
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Simply AI
Facts Made Fast  

LESS CHAT! MORE CHATBOT!

THE PITCH
ESSENTIAL INTRO The most accessible and reader-friendly guide on the
market

GRAPHIC ACCOUNT Combines bold infographics with expert insights and
jargon-free text

BROAD COVERAGE Explores and explains everything from Chat GPT/Bard
to the history - and likely future - of AI, with four brand-new entries

HOT TOPIC The subject of AI is rarely out of the media - everyone is talking
about it though few really understand it

THE BOOK
Understanding AI has never been easier.

Combining bold graphics with easy-to-understand text, this new edition of
Simply Artificial Intelligence is the perfect introduction to the latest
developments in AI, including ChatGPT and the internet of things.

Covering a broad range of fields within AI - from computing and mathematics to
politics and philosophy - entries demystify what artificial intelligence is and how
it works, how it has dramatically changed the way we live, and how it might
evolve in the future.

Explaining each individual aspect of AI more clearly than ever before, the book
outlines the key building-blocks and technological milestones in its history,
profiles its most important practical applications - both current and predicted -
and explores the numerous ethical debates around AI, and its increasing
influence on culture and society.

Whether you are studying science or AI-related subjects at school or college, or
simply want a jargon-free overview of this increasingly important subject, this
essential guide is packed with everything you need to understand the basics
quickly and easily.

ALSO AVAILABLE
9780241446690 Simply Philosophy
9780241471227 Simply Quantum Physics
9780241446713 Simply Astronomy
9780241516072 Simply Climate Change
9780241515679 Simply Psychology
9780241515686 Simply Maths
9780241471319 Simply Economics
9780241515891 Simply The Brain
9780241607282 Simply Artificial Intelligence
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The Science Museum Maths 100 Ideas in 100
Words
A Whistle-stop Tour of Science’s Key Concepts  

Get to grips with the essential topics in maths today
through 100 key ideas, each one explained clearly in
100 words.

THE PITCH
ENDORSED BY ONE OF THE MOST REPUTABLE SCIENCE BRANDS IN
THE WORLD: The Science Museum attracts over 5 million visitors a year
(source: Science Museum)

COVERING THE MOST POPULAR SUBJECT TO STUDY: As of 2023,
Maths is the most popular A-Level subject in the UK (Source: FFT Education
Data Lab)

ACCESSIBLE FORMAT THAT MAKES COMPLEX IDEAS ENGAGING: Key
ideas are explained using real-world examples, covering topical research
areas in an accessible and exciting way

AN IDEAL ENTRY POINT TO EXPAND UNDERSTANDING: Part of an
exciting new series, with eye-catching design and authoritative content ideal
for point-of-sale display and impulse purchases

THE BOOK
Maths: 100 Ideas in 100 Words offers the essential facts at your fingertips,
satisfying your mathematical curiosity and helping you to understand the
biggest concepts in maths in concise, 100-word summaries. 

Explore 100 key area of maths – such as prime numbers, algebra, probability,
algorithms and pure maths – in just 100 words. Perfect for getting your head
around big ideas clearly and quickly, or refreshing your memory of the
fundamentals of maths, this book covers the most up-to-date terms and theories
and inspires a heightened level of understanding and enjoyment to the core
areas of maths you can discover in The Science Museum.

THE AUTHOR
Katie Steckles is a PhD graduate who talks about maths in schools, at
festivals, and on BBC radio and TV.

Sam Hartburn is a maths consultant and freelance editor who holds a BSc in
Mathematics from York University.

Ben Sparks is a maths teacher turned public speaker who regularly appears on
Numberphile YouTube channel where his videos have been watched over 12
million times. He also runs his own YouTube channel SparksMaths.

The Science Museum is part of the Science Museum Group, the world’s
leading group of science museums that share a world-class collection providing
an enduring record of scientific, technological and medical achievements from
across the globe.
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The Science Museum Physics 100 Ideas in
100 Words
A Whistle-stop Tour of Science’s Key Concepts  

Get to grips with the essential topics in physics
today through 100 key ideas, each one explained
clearly in 100 words.

THE PITCH
ENDORSED BY ONE OF THE MOST REPUTABLE SCIENCE BRANDS IN
THE WORLD: The Science Museum attracts over 5 million visitors a year
(source: Science Museum)

COVERING ONE OF THE MOST POPULAR SUBJECTS TO STUDY: As of
2021, the number of A-Level students studying physics in the UK is at its
highest since 1992, placing it comfortably in the top 10 most popular A-Level
subjects (Sources: IOP and FFT Education Data Lab)

ACCESSIBLE FORMAT THAT MAKES COMPLEX IDEAS ENGAGING: Key
ideas are explained using real-world examples, covering topical research
areas in an accessible and exciting way

A IDEAL GIFT TO INSPIRE LEARNING: Part of an exciting new series, with
eye-catching design and breadth of content ideal for point-of-sale display and
impulse purchases

THE BOOK
Physics: 100 Ideas in 100 Words offers the essential facts at your
fingertips, satisfying your scientific curiosity and helping you to
understand the biggest concepts in physics in concise, 100-word
summaries. 

One of the first titles in a cutting-edge new series created in partnership with
The Science Museum, this book introduces 100 key areas of physics - such as
gravitational fields, momentum, general relativity and quantum uncertainty - and
explains each topic in just 100 words. Perfect for getting your head around big
ideas clearly and quickly, or refreshing your memory of the fundamentals of
physics, this book covers the most up-to-date terms and theories and inspires a
heightened level of understanding and enjoyment to the core areas of physics
explored in The Science Museum.

THE AUTHOR
David Sang is the author of over 140 textbooks used in secondary schools
around the world. He was a research physicist at Leeds University for nine years
before turning to teaching. He has taught Physics in a high school, a sixth-form
college and a university. 

The Science Museum is part of the Science Museum Group, the world's
leading group of science museums that share a world-class collection providing
an enduring record of scientific, technological and medical achievements from
across the globe.
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The Science Museum Stephen Hawking
Genius at Work
Explore His Life, Mind and Science Through the
Objects in His Study  

Roger Highfield

An intimate exploratory tour of Stephen Hawking's
office, providing a unique insight into the mind of a
genius and the things that inspired him

THE PITCH
A UNIQUE, SCIENCE-FOCUSSED TAKE ON THE 100 OBJECTS…
CONCEPT using the contents of Hawking's office to explain not just the work
of an incredible mind, but also to celebrate his life and interests

STEPHEN HAWKING IS ONE OF THE MOST FAMOUS SCIENTISTS OF
THE LAST 50 YEARS: His books continue to sell in the hundreds of
thousands, including the #1 New York Times best-seller A Brief History of
Time, and the #1 Sunday Times bestseller Brief Answers to Big Questions.
The Theory of Everything, the award-winning film adaptation of Jane
Hawking's memoir of her life with Stephen, received international critical
acclaim, grossing over $122 million worldwide

WRITTEN BY SCIENCE DIRECTOR AT THE SCIENCE MUSEUM: Roger
Highfield met Hawking at various points from the 1980s onward

DELVE DEEPER INTO THE POPULAR SCIENCE MUSEUM EXHIBITION:
Having been displayed at London's Science Museum, Stephen Hawking at
Work will tour the Science Museum Group's museums

THE BOOK
A behind-the scenes tour of the inner sanctum of one of the world's most
prominent scientific thinkers. 

In 2021, the Science Museum made a once-in-a-lifetime acquisition of the
contents of Stephen Hawking's office. This book delves into that remarkable
collection to explain his theories and reveal more about one of the greatest
minds in modern science. It's an unprecedented glimpse into the life of the best-
known scientist of modern times.

THE AUTHOR
Roger Highfield OBE is the Science Director of the Science Museum Group.
Roger has visiting professorships at the Department of Chemistry, UCL, and at
the Dunn School, University of Oxford, is a Fellow of the Academy of Medical
Sciences, and a member of the Medical Research Council and Longitude
Committee. He has written or co-authored ten popular science books, including
two bestsellers.

The Science Museum is part of the Science Museum Group, the world's
leading group of science museums that share a world-class collection providing
an enduring record of scientific, technological and medical achievements from
across the globe.
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My First Trucks and Diggers: Let's Get
Driving!

 

This busy vehicle board book with tabs gets little
ones thinking, talking, and learning new words

THE PITCH
LOTS OF LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES: Clear word labels, questions, and
exciting photographs of trucks and diggers help children build knowledge

ENCOURAGES LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT: Every page stimulates
conversation, which builds children's vocabulary: research shows that a key
factor in building vocabulary while reading is "...being conversational...
including talking about and labelling pictures" (National Association for the
Education of Young Children, 2019)

SUCCESSFUL SERIES: Part of DK's My First series of tabbed board books,
which has sold over 280K copies in the UK worth more than £1.6 million; this
title has a refreshed design to attract a new audience, and some new content
(Nielsen Bookscan, 2023) (UK)

PICTURE TABS BUILD EARLY YEARS SKILLS: This sturdy book has safe,
rounded picture tabs that help children to navigate through the book, and as
they grasp the tabs, children also build their fine motor skills

THE BOOK
Let's have fun learning about busy trucks, as well as counting, matching,
naming colours, and saying lots of words!

Babies and toddlers will love talking about the trucks and diggers in this first-
word board book. There are entertaining questions and challenges that
encourage little ones to play and learn, such as counting the yellow diggers,
matching the workers to their trucks, and making honk honk noises!

Inviting and educational, the photographic pages are packed with all sorts of
favourite trucks and diggers, including chugging tractors, shiny fire engines, and
big dump trucks. Clear labels accompany the vehicles so that babies and
toddlers can learn the names of all the trucks and diggers.

This interactive book delivers a rounded early learning experience, and helps
children develop speaking, listening, and observation skills. The sturdy board
pages are ideal for young children, while the picture tabs along the top and side
are easy to grip, helping children's early motor control. Preschoolers will quickly
recognize the picture on each tab, which will take them straight to the page
showing their favourite truck or digger.

THE AUTHOR
DK believe in the power of discovery. That's why DK create books for everyone
that explore ideas and nurture curiosity about the world we live in. From first
words to the Big Bang, from the wonders of nature to city adventures, you will
find expert knowledge, hours of fun, and endless inspiration in DK's books.
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Little Chunkies: Little Dinosaurs
 

The perfect gift book that introduces babies to
dinosaurs and the prehistoric world

THE PITCH
TRIED-AND-TESTED TOPIC: Dinosaurs are a universally popular non-fiction
genre. This book introduces the youngest of readers to key and favourite
dinosaurs

THE PERFECT GIFT: The combination of beautiful illustrations, high-quality
tactile elements, sweet rhyming text, and hard, sturdy pages, make this a
magical and timeless gift book, perfect for a first reading experience

A LEARNING TOOL: Children learn through their senses, so the kiss-cut
and raised elements will support their discovery of the prehistoric world, while
the rhyming text helps them learn about words, sounds, and language
formation

COLLECTABLE SERIES: This book is the 5th title in the Little Chunkies
series - each of which explores a different habitat and the animals that live
there, making it a highly collectable series. Children will treasure these
books for years to come

THE BOOK
Stomp through the prehistoric world, munch with the plant-eaters, ROAR
with the mighty giants, and meet all of your favourite dinosaurs in this
colourful and interactive board book.

From T.rex to Diplodocus, little ones will discover a different dinosaur on each
page. Watch the smiles on their faces grow, as they turn the page to find out
who of the animals that once roamed our planet they will uncover next.

The charming, rhyming text makes this the ideal book for helping toddlers
identify names and find their first words. With raised elements on the page for
curious fingers to follow, and plenty of bright colours and fun patterns to point to,
this is the perfect hands-on introduction to the prehistoric world that children and
adults alike will enjoy!

A book to treasure, Little Chunkies: Dinosaur will make the perfect addition to
any little dino-lovers bookshelf.
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Jonny Lambert’s Bear and Bird Explore the
Seashore
A Beach Search and Find Adventure  

Jonny Lambert

A search and find storybook with peep-through
pages revealing wonderful beach finds for kids to
spot and identify

THE PITCH
SUCCESSFUL AUTHOR / ILLUSTRATOR: DK has already published a
number of Jonny Lambert titles, and these have sold 23,000+ copies in the
UK (Nielsen Bookscan, 2023)

A GROWING SERIES: Bringing the popular DK board book characters of
Bear and Bird to a slightly older audience, aged 3-5 years - with the ability to
further expand the series

ENCOURAGES A LOVE OF NATURE: Children join Bear and Bird on a
beach trail and discover seashore wonders - swooping gulls, beautiful shells,
shiny fish, scuttling crabs, wobbly driftwood, and more

SEARCH AND FIND ACTIVITIES: Spotting and identifying the beach finds in
the scenes and spying things through peepholes in the pages adds an
interactive element to reading, which increases children's engagement

THE BOOK
Join Bear and Bird and discover the wonders of the seashore - explore
exciting peep-through pages, and spot and identify beach finds and
wildlife.

Bear and his best friend Bird are having a day out by the sea. The tide is in, so
their plan to build sandcastles is put on hold. Luckily, Bird has another idea -
the two friends become beach detectives and discover all sorts of secrets along
the seashore.

Children will love joining Bear and Bird on their seaside trail. Engaging "Can you
spot?" panels encourage young readers to search for and identify beach finds in
the scenes, including sparkly abalone shells, glinting sea glass, a scuttling
hermit crab, and wobbly driftwood. There is more beach wildlife to spy through
intriguing peepholes that lead you through the book.

Jonny Lambert's Bear and Bird Explore the Seashore is a fun-to-share story and
a beach nature guide in one. With captivating and comical illustrations by the
popular artist and author Jonny Lambert, it is perfect for inquisitive 3-5 year olds
and those who are already fans of Jonny Lambert's Bear and Bird board books.

THE AUTHOR
Renowned author and illustrator Jonny Lambert has more than 30 years'
experience in publishing and has more than 300 books to his name. His
colourful illustrations are distinctive in their style and their quirky nature, making
them perfect for children's books. He has worked with DK on a number of titles,
including Animal 123, Animal ABC, Diggers, and the Bear and Bird titles.
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Kindness Club Squirrel Learns to Forgive
Join the Kindness Club as They Find the Courage
to Be Kind  

Ella Law

Get to know the animals of the Kindness Club and
find out what it takes to be kind

THE PITCH
HEART-WARMING, COLLECTABLE SERIES: A highly collectable series
featuring adventurous and heart-warming stories, activities to develop
learning, and notes for parents/carers to promote discussion between adults
and children

ENGAGING STORY: Squirrel loves baking and is excited to enter the
Rainbow Island Baking Competition. However, when Goat crashes into
Squirrel while he is carrying his cake, Squirrel is so upset and vows never to
speak to Goat again. After Squirrel discovers it was an accident, he realizes
he must show kindness to Goat in the best way he knows how - baking!

TEACHES READERS ABOUT RESPECTFUL RELATIONSHIPS: Children
aged 3-5 are taught how to build constructive and respectful relationships and
express their feelings and consider the feelings of others. Kindness is key
(Development Matters, 2022)

ENCOURAGES KIND BEHAVIOUR: The Kindness Club teaches kids that
being kind is not a one-off action; it is a way of being

THE BOOK
Follow Squirrel as he learns how important it is to forgive others and
show them kindness. 

Rainbow Island is having a baking competition! Squirrel sets off with his famous
chocolate cake, but when Goat crashes into him, the cake goes flying. Squirrel
is inconsolable. However, he later finds out that it was an accident. Will Squirrel
learn to forgive Goat's actions? Will Goat accept Squirrel's kindness?

Children will love the myriad of animal characters, and learning and
understanding the different ways we can be kind to one another. There are lots
of extra learning opportunities, including questions about the story, activities
showing you how to make your own Kindness Badge, and notes for parents and
carers to extend learning and reinforce positive behaviour.

In the words of Badger, who runs the Kindness Club, "When you show
kindness, it makes you and your friends feel good."

THE AUTHOR
Ella Law is a prolific children's author with a strong international presence. She
is happiest writing stories for a pre-school audience and loves the challenge of
creating a world of irresistible characters with lots of opportunities for
adventure... a world just like Rainbow Island where the Kindness Club can be
found.

Ella has created award-winning children's animation and brings a very visual
approach to all her writing. The hallmark of her work is her child-centred focus
and she always knows just how to engage with her audience. Ella gets most of
her ideas on her daily walks in the countryside.
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Kindness Club Squirrel Learns to Forgive
Join the Kindness Club as They Find the Courage
to Be Kind  

Ella Law

Get to know the animals of the Kindness Club and
find out what it takes to be kind

THE PITCH
HEART-WARMING, COLLECTABLE SERIES: A highly collectable series
featuring adventurous and heart-warming stories, activities to develop
learning, and notes for parents/carers to promote discussion between adults
and children

ENGAGING STORY: Squirrel loves baking and is excited to enter the
Rainbow Island Baking Competition. However, when Goat crashes into
Squirrel while he is carrying his cake, Squirrel is so upset and vows never to
speak to Goat again. After Squirrel discovers it was an accident, he realizes
he must show kindness to Goat in the best way he knows how - baking!

TEACHES READERS ABOUT RESPECTFUL RELATIONSHIPS: Children
aged 3-5 are taught how to build constructive and respectful relationships and
express their feelings and consider the feelings of others. Kindness is key
(Development Matters, 2022)

ENCOURAGES KIND BEHAVIOUR: The Kindness Club teaches kids that
being kind is not a one-off action; it is a way of being

THE BOOK
Follow Squirrel as he learns how important it is to forgive others and
show them kindness. 

Rainbow Island is having a baking competition! Squirrel sets off with his famous
chocolate cake, but when Goat crashes into him, the cake goes flying. Squirrel
is inconsolable. However, he later finds out that it was an accident. Will Squirrel
learn to forgive Goat's actions? Will Goat accept Squirrel's kindness?

Children will love the myriad of animal characters, and learning and
understanding the different ways we can be kind to one another. There are lots
of extra learning opportunities, including questions about the story, activities
showing you how to make your own Kindness Badge, and notes for parents and
carers to extend learning and reinforce positive behaviour.

In the words of Badger, who runs the Kindness Club, "When you show
kindness, it makes you and your friends feel good."

THE AUTHOR
Ella Law is a prolific children's author with a strong international presence. She
is happiest writing stories for a pre-school audience and loves the challenge of
creating a world of irresistible characters with lots of opportunities for
adventure... a world just like Rainbow Island where the Kindness Club can be
found.

Ella has created award-winning children's animation and brings a very visual
approach to all her writing. The hallmark of her work is her child-centred focus
and she always knows just how to engage with her audience. Ella gets most of
her ideas on her daily walks in the countryside.
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Adventures with Finn and Skip: Arctic
 

Brendan Kearney

Embark on a new adventure in this sweet and timely
story book about environmental concerns facing the
Arctic

THE PITCH
LIVELY STORYTELLING: An adventure-packed story that finds Finn and
Skip adrift on an iceberg raises awareness of the environmental issues
impacting the Arctic

UPLIFTING MESSAGE: Offers practical tips for how we can protect the
Arctic, showing children that they and their loved ones can make a positive
difference

ECO-CONSCIOUS TREND: Studies have shown that young people are
becoming aware of environmental issues as young as 5-years-old and are
driving environmental changes (Source: iNews, 2022)

CELEBRATED AUTHOR: By talented author and illustrator Brendan
Kearney, whose The Night the Moon went Missing was named a 2021 Indie
Book of the Month (UK)

THE BOOK
From award-winning author Brendan Kearney comes the fifth action-
packed adventure for Finn and his dog, Skip, as they set out to learn all
about the Arctic and what they can do to protect it. 

A trip to the far north sounds like a winter wonderland dream for Finn and Skip!
As they journey to their icy destination through melting ice caps and past
hungry polar bears, they soon realise that things are not as they had imagined.
Things go from bad to worse when they find themselves floating away on an
iceberg - can they find their way back and uncover what's happening? 

Offering a gentle, but richly imagined introduction to the environmental concerns
facing the Arctic, grown-ups and children will enjoy following the story of Finn
and Skip, with its ups and downs, and together, pointing out all the different
ways they can help look after one of our planet's most precious environments. 

With its fun, quirky illustrations and uplifting message about conservation,
Adventures with Finn and Skip: Arctic will empower young readers, and it will
leave them with the thought that there is hope after all. It is simply the only
choice for your bookshelf!

THE AUTHOR
Brendan Kearney is back with another incredible title in the much-loved
Adventures with Finn and Skip series. Brendan is an award-winning children's
book illustrator and author. The Night the Moon Went Missing was Books Are
My Bag, Indie Book of the Month 2021, it was shortlisted for the Indie Book
Awards, and won bronze at the Made For Mums Awards 2022. Brendan is
passionate about the environment and hopes to inspire children around the world
to take action through his stories.
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My Book of the Elements
A Fact-Filled Guide to the Periodic Table  

Adrian Dingle

An informative book that explores the elements that
make up our world and the science that defines
them

THE PITCH
CLEAR AND ACCESSIBLE TEXT: a traditionally difficult subject framed with
friendly language and a clear structure, which is easily accessible to young
and reluctant readers

FACT PACKED: detailed, and educational, covering a range of both familiar
and unfamiliar science topics, all while introducing and using key-curriculum
terms

TOP TRUMPS: informative fact files are provided for each element, allowing
top trump-style comparisons and digestible information

STUNNING DESIGN AND ILLUSTRATIONS: Engaging mix of gorgeous
photography and charming illustrations makes learning fun. The book also
contains a visual index, so elements can be found quickly

THE BOOK
A perfect first book for any child interested in chemistry and the world
around them. My Book of the Elements is a wonderful introduction to the
periodic table. Covering all the elements, from the unreactive to the radioactive,
as well as key science topics, such as states of matter, this visual book is
something that every young science enthusiast will want to own.

This series is written by an expert author. It is not only a source of information
you can trust, but one that is age-appropriate and supports your child's
schoolwork. From Hydrogen to Oganesson, each element is explored in detail,
with information on properties and use cases, as well as fun facts. As well as
this, eye-catching images are augmented with friendly illustrations, giving the
reader plenty to take in and enjoy.

THE AUTHOR
Adrian Dingle is a chemistry expert, with 32 years of teaching and tutoring
experience. He has been writing for the best part of twenty years, which
includes several best-selling, international award-winning chemistry books.
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My Book of Horses and Ponies
A Fact-Filled Guide to Your Equine Friends  

An exciting first guide for children passionate about
horses!

THE PITCH
AGE-APPROPRIATE & COMPELLING TEXT: A fact-packed route into
learning about horses and ponies. Fact files on over 20 breeds and featuring
many more throughout the book. Clear and concise text that reveals their
individual qualities and characteristics of different horses and ponies, as well
as annotations to quickly identify a specific breed.

STUNNING DESIGN AND ILLUSTRATIONS: Engaging mix of gorgeous
photography and charming illustrations makes learning fun. The book also
contains a visual index, so breeds can be found quickly.

PROMOTES COMPASSION AND RESPONSIBILITY: Learning about how to
take the best care of horses, what equipment is needed, and when the vet
needs to visit, teaches children important values, including "compassion and
responsibility" (cdc.gov, 2021)

POPULAR TOPIC: Interest in horses is high in the UK: the number of regular
riders has risen from 1.3 million in 2015 to 1.8 million. (Source: British
Equestrian Trade Association's National Equestrian Survey 2019)

THE BOOK
Saddle up and get ready to explore the magnificent world of horses!

Do you dream about riding a horse and want to know more about them? Would
you like to learn how to look after a horse, what kit to use, or enter the world of
equestrian sports? Discover the secrets of gorgeous horses and ponies in this
fun, lively book.

Read all about favourite breeds from Shire horse to Shetland pony, find out
about horses and ponies from around the globe, and be amazed by their
beautiful colourings and patterns. Filled with stunning photographs, simple
illustrations, and fantastic facts, this book features all the information a child
would need to know about these wonderful animals, including their gaits - from
trotting to galloping, horse families, and why horse-riding is good for you.

My Book of Horses and Ponies is an engaging, informative children's book that
will captivate curious minds. Young equine enthusiasts will be excited to read
this wonderful treasury of horses and ponies.
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Prehistoric Worlds
Stomp Into the Epic Lands Ruled by Dinosaurs  

Ashley Hall

A gorgeously illustrated book all about dinosaurs
and the prehistoric world, for young history and
dinosaur enthusiasts

THE PITCH
COMPREHENSIVE: Covers a wide range of prehistoric life and its
chronology, from the plants and animals thriving during this period to the
continental shifts and formations that shaped our world today

EXPERT AUTHOR: Written by Ashley Hall, a palaeontologist and science
communicator who is passionate about educating children about natural
history

UNIQUE DESIGN: Stunning illustrations by Claire McElfatrick, who has
illustrated all the books in this series, combine with fascinating photography
and expert CGIs

FASCINATING FACTS: Goes beyond the curriculum to show young readers
the magic and wonder of prehistoric life, introducing them to information that
they have not seen before

THE BOOK
Enter the prehistoric world for an incredible four billion year journey
across shifting continents and dinosaur territories.

Plants flourish, birds evolve, and dinosaurs charge across the pages of this lively
and colourful book. Packed with dynamic historical content, it combines
stunning illustrations and photos to help young historians learn all about the
period that shaped our planet. From oceans teeming with life to destructive
asteroids, they'll discover the incredible timeline of life that resulted in the world
we recognise today. Meet favourite dinosaurs, from the terrifying T.Rex to the
spiky stegosaurus; nurture your inner palaeontologist by learning about
prehistoric plant and animal fossils; and discover destructive extinction events
that changed the world forever.

The Prehistoric Worlds takes children on a fascinating journey through history,
showing them how and where their favourite dinosaurs came to exist, and how
events from billions of years ago are still affecting our natural world today.
Stunning illustrations by Claire McElfatrick combine with vivid CGIs and
photography to bring the fascinating and terrifying prehistoric worlds to life.

THE AUTHOR
Ashley Hall is a palaeontologist, naturalist, author, and science communicator
based at the Museum of the Rockies in Montana, USA. She excavates,
curates, and communicates everything to do with dinosaurs and our prehistoric
worlds.

Claire McElfatrick's gorgeous illustrations can be seen in the previous DK titles
in this series.
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Ancient Myths Collection: Greek Myths, Norse
Myths and Egyptian Myths
Featuring 75 Legends and More than 200
Characters  

Dr Jean Menzies and Matt Ralphs

A beautifully illustrated box set collection of Greek,
Norse, and Egyptian myths, retold for children

THE PITCH
ENGAGING STORIES: Every story has a gripping narrative and there are
tales of gods, heroes, monsters and magic, such as the Greek myth of
Orpheus and Eurydice, the Norse legend Sif's Golden Hair, and the Egyptian
tale The First Mummy

KEY REFERENCE: Profiles provide key facts for each god or being, and a
reference chapter gives extra information about the history and culture behind
the stories

AWARD-WINNER: Dr Jean Menzies, the author of Greek Myths and
Egyptian Myths, won the Books Are My Bag Breakthrough Author Award in
2020 for Greek Myths

STUNNING ILLUSTRATIONS: Every title in this box set features original
illustrations by award-winning artist Katie Ponder

THE BOOK
This stunning box set contains three books: Greek Myths, Norse Myths,
and Egyptian Myths, all filled with thrilling tales from ancient mythology.

Each book features a mix of 20 or more exciting stories, including classic
favourites - such as the Greek myth Pandora's Jar, the Norse legend The
Binding of Fenrir, and the Egyptian myth Horus and the Snake - as well as
lesser-known gems. The tales are told in lively, easy to understand language
and are brought to life with beautiful, stylized illustrations. Profile pages cover
the need-to-know information about key characters, and the reference chapters
delve into the background of each culture, exploring topics such as Greek art,
Norse storytelling, and the pharaohs of Egypt. The pronunciation guides at the
back of each book help with new names and the glossaries explain tricky
words.

This box set is the perfect gift for children interested in the history and
mythology of ancient Greece, the Vikings, and the ancient Egyptians, and will
be treasured for years to come.

THE AUTHOR
Jean Menzies (Author) 
Jean Menzies is an author, presenter and ancient historian born and raised in
Edinburgh, Scotland. She has a PhD in classics and has spent more than a
decade creating accessible content online about literature and history. 

In 2020, she won the BAMB Breakthrough Author award for her first children's
non-fiction book, Greek Myths: Meet the Heroes, Gods, and Monsters of
Ancient Greece. She has since written and given talks on history and myth for
all ages. The Lady of the Lake is her debut novel.

Matt Ralphs (Author) 
Matt Ralphs writes children's non-fiction and middle grade novels, with a focus
on history, myths and folklore. He worked as an editor for many years and has
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helped to create any type of book you may care to imagine.
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The Magic and Mystery of Nature Collection
 

Dr Jen Green, Jess French and Jason Bittel

Gorgeously illustrated books about nature for young
animal and conservation enthusiasts

THE PITCH
STUNNING DESIGN AND ILLUSTRATIONS: Engaging mix of stunning
photography and detailed illustrations by Claire McElfatrick, who has
illustrated all the books in this series

ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION: Covers important environmental
information for curious 7-9 year olds who love the natural world and want to
protect it

AWARD WINNING COLLECTION: This collection features four gorgeous,
educational books: The Magic and Mystery of Trees, The Book of Brilliant
Bugs, Earth's Incredible Oceans, and The Frozen Worlds. The Magic and
Mystery of Trees was a winner in the Woodlands Awards 2019 and was
selected as one of the Woodland Books of the Year

SUPPORTS CURRICULUM: Reveals fascination information about the
natural world that supports and goes beyond the curriculum

THE BOOK
Enter the magical worlds of land, sea, and sky and meet the incredible
creatures and plants that make their homes there.

Containing four titles; The Magic and Mystery of Trees, The Book of Brilliant
Bugs, Earth's Incredible Oceans, and The Frozen Worlds, this box set features
the brilliant kingdom of insects, the secret life of Earth's polar regions, the
science of trees, and the incredible oceans on this planet. These books will take
young readers on a journey of discovery, as they learn all about the astonishing
environments on Earth, from which animals live there to how we can contribute
to conservation efforts.

The Magic and Mystery of Trees
Learn about the amazing natural science of trees and just how special these
mighty organisms are.

The Book of Brilliant Bugs
Enter the kingdom of bugs with insects, arachnids, worms, and molluscs
crawling across the pages of this colourful bug book.

Earth's Incredible Oceans
From glowing jellyfish to deep sea dwellers, this colourful book will help young
ones discover the incredible secret world of life under the sea.

The Frozen Worlds
The Frozen Worlds takes children on a fascinating sub-zero journey, showing
them just how amazing Earth's poles are and how we can protect them from the
issues facing them today.

THE AUTHOR
Claire McElfatrick is a former greetings card designer who now works on
children's books. Her gorgeous illustrations can be seen in all the titles in this
series. Her enchanting, detailed illustrations are woven in with photographs to
create an effective, accurate image for children.
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For The Magic and Mystery of Trees
Dr Jen Green is a writer and editor mainly specializing in geography, history,
nature / environment and social issues. She also writes on science, human
body, survival, art and artists. She has written over 250 published books, mostly
for children aged 5-15 but also for adults.

For The Book of Brilliant Bugs and Earth's Incredible Oceans
Jess French is an insect expert, nature lover, TV presenter, author, and
qualified vet who loves visiting her Dad's bug farm. She is known for her show on
CBeebies, called 'Minibeast Adventure with Jess', which encourages children to
explore the outdoors and get to know the bugs around them. Her previous DK
book, What a Waste, tackles the subject of sustainability for children. She is a
keen conservationist and has a strong passion for the animal world.

For The Frozen Worlds
Jason Bittel is a science writer based in Pennsylvania, USA. He writes mostly
about animals, and is passionate about getting people to connect with the
wonder around them. He writes for publications including National Geographic,
The Washington Post, and The New York Times, and has written a children's
book, How to Talk to a Tiger... And Other Animals.
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1,000 Amazing World Facts
 

An incredible book filled with mind-blowing facts that
may defy belief, but they are all absolutely true!

THE PITCH
SUPERB IMAGES Spectacular CGIs, photography, and jaw-dropping visual
comparisons leap off every page

1,000 INCREDIBLE FACTS A treasure trove of mind-blowing facts, from feats
of engineering to animals and forces of nature

AMAZING CGIs Leap off the page and entice children to learn about
mysterious phenomena from around the world

SIMPLE, EASY-TO-UNDERSTAND ARTWORKS AND DIAGRAMS Explain
the science behind each topic

NEW EDITION EVEN MORE FACT-PACKED New nuggets of knowledge
have been added at the top and bottom of each page, with fun graphics to
bring them to life

THE BOOK
If anything in this book doesn't quite ring true, you'd better start
believing! This irresistible page-turner will keep your eyes popping and
your jaws dropping from start to finish. 

Did you know that Earth could fit inside Jupiter more than 1,000 times? Can you
believe the Eiffel Tower would fit inside a Sahara sand dune? Or the blue whale's
heart is as big as a car and the colossal squid has eyes the size of beach
balls? All this and much, much more is at your fingertips in 1,000 Amazing
World Facts.

Wow your friends and amaze your family with hundreds of new facts in this fun-
filled, picture-packed bumper book. From the tiniest microchip to our
unimaginably enormous Universe, no subject is left unexplored. Astounding
images, inspiring visual comparisons, and informative graphics combine in one
unforgettable journey around the world.

So settle down and start reading... you won't believe your eyes!

ALSO AVAILABLE
9780241656952 1,000 Amazing Record Breakers
9780241569931 1,000 Amazing Dinosaur Facts
9780241607541 1,000 Amazing Gross Facts
9780241607558 1,000 Amazing Weird Facts
9780241656969 1,000 Amazing World Facts
9780241446645 It Can't Be True! Human Body!
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Animals
A Children's Encyclopedia  

A comprehensive, updated, reference book on
animals for families

THE PITCH
TOP SELLING: An update to a popular title in the A Children's/Visual
Encyclopedia series. This series has sold more than 4 million copies
worldwide

ACCESSIBLE: A perfect entry-level introduction to the animal world for
children aged 9+, with beautiful photographs of hundreds of animals in a
clean new design style alongside accessible and informative text; each main
topic is supported by 6-8 images and key aspects are examined in-depth

INTERNATIONAL: Global in scope, covering all key habitats and continents

HOMEWORK HELP: An invaluable resource for homework and school
projects

THE BOOK
See the animal kingdom up close and personal in this stunning visual
encyclopedia

In the same series as the New Children's Encyclopedia and DK children's
encyclopedias of Science, Art, and Geography (among others), this updated
animal encyclopedia will be a valuable reference source for children, parents,
and educators. From the latest research to recent numbers on populations, this
book gives you all the information you need about animals on land, in water, and
in the air.

Filled with more than 700 photographs, habitat maps, and illustrations, Animals:
a children's encyclopedia helps children and parents learn about the rich variety
of animal life on our planet.

At a time in history when climate change and habitat loss are profoundly
affecting animals, this book also helps educate children about all the creatures
in the world that are at risk of vanishing forever.

ALSO AVAILABLE
9780241426364 Space a Children's Encyclopedia
9780241515310 The New Children's Encyclopedia
9780241515266 History a Children's Encyclopedia
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Make Art with Nature
Find Inspiration and Materials From Nature  

Pippa Pixley

Artist Pippa Pixley inspires children and shows them
how to make amazing art with materials found in
nature in this hands-on book

THE PITCH
PLENTY OF TIPS AND TECHNIQUES for how to draw, paint, print, and
collage. Packed with instructions showing young artists how to use nature to
source and create their own art materials

ENCOURAGES CHILDREN TO ENGAGE WITH NATURE This book
encourages children to go out into nature and foster a strong relationship with
the natural world. Interacting with nature has many benefits - it can stimulate
children intellectually by providing opportunities for discovery, creativity, and
problem solving. (Bright Horizons, 2019)

ART ENHANCES CHILDREN'S DEVELOPMENT The importance of art in
children's development is key, and this art book is no exception. Being
creative can also help children manage their emotional states (University of
the Arts London, 2020)

BOOK DIVIDED INTO CLEAR CHAPTERS that focus on a different art form
(drawing, collaging, painting, printing), so kids can easily skip to parts of the
book that most intrigue or excite them

THE BOOK
Get creative and make incredible pieces of art using rocks, wood,
berries, flowers, and leaves.

Learn how to pour paint onto a canvas, how to put pencil to paper and draw, how
bits of old paper can make a beautiful collage, and how different mediums can
come together to create incredible prints. Become inspired as Pippa takes you
into the outdoors and shows you a wide range of artistic techniques, from
understanding basic colour theory, to creating texture, movement, and fluidity in
your own work.

Find out how the very earth beneath your feet can be used to make paints and
pastels, and how flowers can be repurposed to create inks. Learn how to master
different art forms, but also how to make your own art supplies.

Art can be used to express our thoughts, ideas, and feelings. It can be a
relaxation tool, a way to keep busy, a future career path, or just a hobby. Your
curiosity and exploration will be unlocked, as this book has something for
absolutely everyone!

THE AUTHOR
Pippa Pixley is an artist and author. She has combined her skills as a writer
and illustrator to create beautiful picture books. Pippa has worked with many
schools, arts organizations, and museums to deliver creative education
programmes.
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What's the Point of Art?
 

Discover why we create art and why it matters

THE PITCH
PERFECT INTRO TO ART A great way to get kids noticing art wherever they
go, from public sculptures and modern architecture to funky furniture

ACCESSIBLE FOR KIDS Simple explanations and contemporary
illustrations make the history of art accessible and relevant to young readers

ILLUSTRATED SERIES The follow-up to What's the Point of Maths?, What's
the Point of Philosophy? and What's the Point of Science?, which have sold
more than 6,000 copies in the UK (Bookscan: Nov 23)

ARTISTIC INSPIRATION This book is a unique way to get kids asking
questions about art, and inspiring them creatively with opportunities to try out
techniques

ARTIST BIOGRAPHIES includes illustrations and life stories of both male
and female artists from around the world, including Artemisia Gentileschi,
Hiroshige, Georgia O'Keeffe, and Louise Bourgeois.

THE BOOK
Get ready for a fun-filled illustrated journey through art! From cave
paintings to abstract sculptures, explore how artists were inspired by the
world around them, how their techniques and styles evolved over time,
and how their art changed the world. 

Why is art important? What's so great about it? In this book, you'll see the world
through famous artists' eyes, learning what inspired them to make art. Did you
know that early humans spent a great deal of time on their cave paintings? And
that before cameras were invented, the only way to record your face was to sit
for a portrait? Many artists, such as Vincent Van Gogh and Frida Kahlo, used
art as a language to express their feelings, thoughts, and emotions.

What's the Point of Art? reveals how art has changed the world, one artistic
movement at a time, and it is guaranteed to inspire, surprise, and entertain
everybody who picks it up. If you want to learn why art has the power to be
beautiful, shocking, entertaining, and even political, this is the place to start.

ALSO AVAILABLE
9780241536384 What's the Point of Philosophy?
9780241343524 What's the Point of Maths?
9780241381847 What's the Point of Science?
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Marvel Avengers Glow in the Dark Sticker
Book
With More Than 100 Stickers  

An official glow-in-the-dark sticker book for young
fans of Marvel's Avengers

THE PITCH
COMMERCIAL SUCCESS OF THE MCU: Worth more than US$20 billion
(£16 billion) worldwide at the box office (and counting), the Marvel Cinematic
Universe is the most valuable film franchise ever, and includes four of the top-
ten highest-grossing films ever released

POPULARITY OF MARVEL STICKER BOOKS: DK's sticker book
accompanying Spider-Man: Into the Spider-Verse sold more than 85,000
copies. The last Marvel glow-in-the-dark sticker book DK produced (Ultimate
Sticker Book: Glow in the Dark: Marvel Heroes) sold 70,000 copies globally.
Avengers sticker books continue to sell well, and the glow-in-the-dark
element will serve as a USP

LOVE OF THE CHARACTERS: Affinity for the Avengers has been increasing
over past 5 years while awareness (+96%) remains stable and universal
(source: Disney)

AVENGERS FILMS INCOMING: In May 2024 a new Captain America film is
slated for release, and demand for Avengers content is not waning, with 2
new Avengers films due for release in 2025 and 2026 respectively

THE BOOK
Get creative with over 100 glow-in-the-dark-stickers of Earth's Mightiest
Heroes, including Black Widow, Thor, Iron Man, Black Panther, and
some of their most notorious enemies

Packed with cool facts about all of their favourite characters from the comics,
kids can expand their knowledge of the ultimate Super Hero team, and with the
glowing stickers inside, create action scenes to thrill both night and day!

Light up the sky with the God of Thunder's hammer Mjolnir, soar through space
with Captain Marvel, or envision some truly epic team ups. Avengers Assemble!

© 2023 MARVEL

THE AUTHOR
After studying film at university and spending lots of her time watching films,
Shari Last was lucky enough to find herself writing books about films. Now a
mom to four young boys, her knowledge of Star Wars, LEGO, Pokémon and
Marvel comes in useful on a daily basis.
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Marvel Spidey and His Amazing Friends Glow
in the Dark Sticker Book
With More Than 100 Stickers  

An official glow-in-the-dark sticker book for
preschoolers who love Spidey and His Amazing
Friends

THE PITCH
MOST POPULAR CHARACTER: Spider-Man has the highest affinity of any
licensed character for boys in the world (source: Disney). He is perennially
popular with small children as he is of school age himself, and teaches
loyalty, kindness and the importance of helping others

HUGE VIEWERSHIP: Spidey and His Amazing Friends has had 155M+
views on Youtube, and is now available to watch in the UK on CBBC, in Italy
on Rai YoYo, in France on Gulli and in Czech Republic and Hungary.
Season 3 is slated for release in Q4 of 2023

ONE OF A KIND: There are no other glow-in-the-dark sticker books attached
to Spidey and His Amazing Friends

POPULARITY OF MARVEL STICKER BOOKS: DK's sticker book
accompanying Spider-Man: Into the Spider-Verse sold more than 85,000
copies. The last Marvel glow-in-the-dark sticker book DK produced (Ultimate
Sticker Book: Glow in the Dark: Marvel Heroes) sold 70,000 copies globally

THE BOOK
GLOW-WEBS-GLOW! Light up your world with more than 100 glow-in-
the-dark stickers of Team Spidey, their best friends, and their fearsome
foes

Create glowing action scenes with stickers of all your favourite heroes and
villains from Spidey and His Amazing Friends, or even just stick them to your
personal items to brighten up the place! Help Spidey catch the Green Goblin
across New York City with the help of Black Panther, swing into action with
Miles and Ghost-Spider back at WEB-quarters, or maybe even recreate your
favourite moments from the show. Where will your imagination take you?

Stopping bad guys and crawling walls - Team Spidey does it all in this ultimate
sticker book!

© 2023 MARVEL

THE AUTHOR
Frankie Hallam is a writer and editor from Edinburgh, living and working in
London.
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A Kids Book About Climate Change
 

Zanagee Artis & Olivia Greenspan

Understanding climate change can give kids the
power to fight for their future.

THE PITCH
CONVERSATION PRIMER: Explores the key facts about climate change
and encourages conversations on the topic without overwhelming kids

COMBATS CLIMATE ANXIETY: Provides hope and positivity to inspire
young minds to help save the planet

BEST-SELLING SERIES: Over 500,000 books sold globally across the
collection, with a podcast named 'Apple Podcasts Best of 2021'; Listenership
across 132 countries

APPROACHABLE & CHILD-FRIENDLY: Type-driven design allows kids
freedom to imagine themselves in the pages with friendly, approachable, and
kid-appropriate tone throughout

THE BOOK
Explore the impact of climate change and empower kids to be proactive
to protect our world. 

Climate change is a topic that can be overwhelming for kids and grownups. So if
you're looking for the best place to better understand the climate crisis, look no
further! This book will give kids the facts about climate change, explain what the
state of our planet is, how it got there, and give them hope to fight for their
future.

Meet A Kids Co., a new kind of media company with a collection of beautifully
designed books that kickstart challenging, empowering, and important
conversations for kids and their grownups. Learn more about us at
akidsco.com.

THE AUTHOR
Zanagee Artis (he/him) is a founder of Zero Hour and an advocate for
environmental justice for communities most impacted by the climate crisis. He
works to illuminate the intersections between social justice issues and
environmental injustice. Olivia Greenspan (she/her) started advocating for
environmental issues when she was 15 and loves learning about sustainability.
She applies her background in psychology and economics to better understand
the challenges inherent in communicating about the climate crisis.

With a foreword from Chris Packham, a top tv naturalist and an award-winning
conservationist, photographer, and author. As a young scientist, he researched
kestrels, shrews, and badgers, and studied zoology at Southampton University.
His tv career began with the award-winning Really Wild Show for the BBC, and
he is now co-presenter of the BBC's Springwatch, Autumnwatch, and
Winterwatch. His 2017 memoir Fingers in the Sparkle Jar was a no.1 Sunday
Times bestseller.
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A Kids Book About Confidence
 

Joy Cho

Help your kids understand confidence and how to
find it.

THE PITCH
CONVERSATION PRIMER: Encourages children to believe in themselves,
develop a positive self-esteem and empower themselves whenever they need
it

BOOSTS WELL-BEING & MENTAL HEALTH: Confidence helps emotional
well-being and mental health

DIVERSE & INCLUSIVE STORYTELLING: A Kids Co. was born with a
mission to empower a generation of kids through diverse storytelling. The
series features an incredible group of authors who are experts or have first-
hand experience of the topic

BEST-SELLING SERIES: Over 500,000 books sold globally across the
collection, with a podcast named 'Apple Podcasts Best of 2021'; Listenership
across 132 countries

THE BOOK
Perfect for building confidence and self-esteem from a young age. 

How confident do you feel today? Maybe a lot, maybe a little, or maybe you
don't know what that word means! However you feel, this book is for you! One
look inside will help kids (and their grownups) understand what confidence is,
where it comes from, and how to build their confidence little by little to achieve
their dreams.

Meet A Kids Co., a new kind of media company with a collection of beautifully
designed books that kickstart challenging, empowering, and important
conversations for kids and their grownups. Learn more about us at
akidsco.com.

THE AUTHOR
Joy Cho (she/her) is an Asian American designer and creative director. She is
also a second-degree black belt, an avid tennis player, and loves to dress in lots
of bright colours. She lives in Los Angeles with her husband and two daughters.
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DK Eyewitness California
 

THE PITCH
GROWING MARKET SHARE: DK Eyewitness travel guides are showing the
fastest market share growth in the UK YTD (Source: Nielsen Bookscan, April
2023)

UPDATED BY LOCAL EXPERTS: this new edition is updated by local
experts, who know California inside and out

HIGH VISITOR SPENDING: total visitor travel spending reached $135 billion
in 2022, an increase of 35% over 2021 visitor spending. Total spending for
California is forecast to grow to $154.4 billion in 2023, surpassing the
previous high of $144.9 billion from 2019 (Source: visitcalifornia.com, March
2023)

RISING VISITOR NUMBERS: San Francisco is estimated to receive 24.5
million visitors in 2023, almost level with the pre-Covid total of 26.2 million
visitors in 2019 (Source: sftravel.com, January 2023

THE BOOK
It's time for an adventure in the Golden State.

Whether you want to hike to the waterfalls in Yosemite National Park, tour a
winery in Napa or ride a classic cable car in San Francisco, your DK
Eyewitness travel guide makes sure you experience all that California has to
offer.

California's dramatic landscape has inspired generations of artists and explorers
- from rugged redwood-covered bluffs to idyllic sun-drenched sands, plunging
valleys to snow-capped peaks. As culturally influential as it is geographically
impressive, California also boasts two of the world's foremost cities, San
Francisco and Los Angeles.

Our updated guide brings California to life, transporting you there like no other
travel guide does with expert-led insights, trusted travel advice, detailed
breakdowns of all the must-see sights, photographs on practically every page,
and our hand-drawn illustrations which place you inside the state's iconic
buildings and neighbourhoods. 

You'll discover:

-our pick of California's must-sees, top experiences and hidden gems
-the best spots to eat, drink, shop and stay 
-detailed maps and walks which make navigating the state easy
-easy-to-follow itineraries
-expert advice: get ready, get around and stay safe
-colour-coded chapters to every part of California, from Los Angeles to San
Francisco, San Diego to the High Sierras
-a lightweight format, so you can take it with you wherever you go

Touring the country? Try our DK Eyewitness USA. Want the best of Los
Angeles in your pocket? Try our DK Eyewitness Top 10 Los Angeles.

THE AUTHOR
Experience the world with DK Eyewitness.

DK Eyewitness' highly visual guides show you what others only tell you, with
easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your trip.
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Our travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do around the world,
while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the
world, from handy pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides.

DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully
designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.

One Embassy Gardens, 8 Viaduct Gardens, 
London, SW11 7BW 

Tel: 020 7139 2000 www.dk.com 



DK Eyewitness Greece, Athens and the
Mainland

 

THE PITCH
GROWING MARKET SHARE: DK Eyewitness travel guides are showing the
fastest market share growth in the UK YTD (Source: Nielsen Bookscan, April
2023

UPDATED BY LOCAL EXPERTS: this new edition is updated by local
experts, who know Greece inside and out

RISE IN VISITOR NUMBERS: UK travellers are leading a huge rebound in
tourism to Greece (and overtaking the number of German visitors to the
country), with arrivals up by 181% in 2022 (Source: Guardian, 2023)

BEST VALUE CITY BREAK: Athens has been named as Europe's best-value
city break, according to a report by the Post Office (Source: Post Office,
2023)

THE BOOK
Discover a land steeped in myth and legend.

Whether you plan to watch the sun sink behind the marble columns of the
Parthenon in Athens, visit iconic archaeological sites such as Delphi and
Olympia, or simply soak up the sun on the sandy beaches of Halkidikí, your DK
Eyewitness travel guide makes sure you experience all that mainland Greece
has to offer.

World-class museums and archaeological sites may be the first things that
come to mind when you think of Greece, but there are things both old and new
to explore. Take Europe's oldest city, for example: Athens has a youthful energy
and buzzing nightlife, where upmarket restaurants stand alongside traditional
grill eateries and old-school ouzeris jostle with the trendy cocktail bars of up-
and-coming urban neighbourhoods. Meanwhile Thessaloniki, Greece's second-
largest city, awes visitors with its Byzantine churches and vibrant contemporary
art scene.

Our updated guide brings Greece to life, transporting you there like no other
travel guide does with expert-led insights, trusted travel advice, detailed
breakdowns of all the must-see sights, photographs on practically every page,
and our hand-drawn illustrations which place you inside the country's iconic
buildings and neighbourhoods. 

You'll discover:

-our pick of Greece's must-sees, top experiences and hidden gems
-the best spots to eat, drink, shop and stay 
-detailed maps and walks which make navigating the country easy
-easy-to-follow itineraries
-expert advice: get ready, get around and stay safe
-colour-coded chapters to every part of Greece, from Central Athens North to
Central Athens South, The Peloponnese to Northern Greece
-a lightweight format, so you can take it with you wherever you go

Touring the Islands? Try our DK Eyewitness Greek Islands. Want the best of
Athens in your pocket? Try our DK Eyewitness Top 10 Athens.
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Experience the world with DK Eyewitness.

DK Eyewitness' highly visual guides show you what others only tell you, with
easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your trip.

Our travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do around the world,
while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the
world, from handy pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides.

DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully
designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.

One Embassy Gardens, 8 Viaduct Gardens, 
London, SW11 7BW 

Tel: 020 7139 2000 www.dk.com 



DK Eyewitness Sicily
 

THE PITCH
GROWING MARKET SHARE: DK Eyewitness travel guides are showing the
fastest market share growth in the UK YTD (Source: Nielsen Bookscan, April
2023)

UPDATED BY LOCAL EXPERTS: this new edition is updated by local
experts, who know Sicily inside and out

SICILY IS TRENDING: since The White Lotus hit screens in late 2022, travel
to Sicily has skyrocketed, and predictions suggest this will continue into
2023. Searches for Sicily doubled between late October and early December
2022, with the hotel featured in the series booking up for the 2023 summer
season (Source: Travelweekly, 2022)

EASIER RAIL TRAVEL: Travel across the island is set to get considerably
easier, as The European Commission has approved a fund of over €101
million to upgrade the Palermo-Catania-Messina railway axis (Source:
Schengenvisainfo 2022)

THE BOOK
Welcome to Sicily, home of steaming volcanoes and fairytale villages

Whether you want to be bowled over by the majesty of the Mediterranean, lose
yourself in the ancient ruins of Segesta, or shop till you drop in Palermo, your
DK Eyewitness travel guide makes sure you experience all that Sicily has to
offer.

Sicily is a treasure trove of things to see and do. With its beautiful coastline,
historic ruins, and fantastic cities filled with shops and galleries, the island offers
a plethora of natural and cultural wonders. You could spend your days hiking
along coastal trails or through the cobbled back streets of Syracuse, or simply
kick back with an aperitif at a hip bar in the capital. 

Our updated guide brings Sicily to life, transporting you there like no other travel
guide does with expert-led insights, trusted travel advice, detailed breakdowns of
all the must-see sights, photographs on practically every page, and our hand-
drawn illustrations which place you inside the island's iconic buildings and
neighbourhoods. We've also worked hard to make sure our information is as up-
to-date as possible following the COVID-19 outbreak.

You'll discover:

-our pick of Sicily''s must-sees, top experiences and hidden gems
-the best spots to eat, drink, shop and stay 
-detailed maps and walks which make navigating the island easy
-easy-to-follow itineraries
-expert advice: get ready, get around and stay safe
-colour-coded chapters to every part of Sicily, from Palermo to Catania, Mount
Etna to the Aeolian Islands
-a lightweight format, so you can take it with you wherever you go

Touring the country? Try our DK Eyewitness Italy. Want the best of Sicily in
your pocket? Try our DK Eyewitness Top 10 Sicily.

THE AUTHOR
Experience the world with DK Eyewitness.
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DK Eyewitness' highly visual guides show you what others only tell you, with
easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your trip.

Our travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do around the world,
while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the
world, from handy pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides.

DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully
designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.

One Embassy Gardens, 8 Viaduct Gardens, 
London, SW11 7BW 

Tel: 020 7139 2000 www.dk.com 



DK Eyewitness Spain
 

THE PITCH
GROWING MARKET SHARE: DK Eyewitness travel guides are showing the
fastest market share growth in the UK YTD (Source: Nielsen Bookscan, April
2023)

UPDATED BY LOCAL EXPERTS: this new edition is updated by local
experts, who know Spain inside and out

NEW RAIL LINKS: Spain has recently launched a series of new affordable
high-speed trains, with routes from Madrid to Barcelona, Valencia, Seville
and Murcia (Source: Time Out, January 2023)

RISE IN VISITOR NUMBERS: in 2022, 71.6 million foreign tourists visited
Spain, an increase of 130 per cent compared to 2021 (Source: ING, February
2023)

THE BOOK
Uncover the heart of Spain - a country known for its striking architecture,
beautiful beaches and creative foodie scene.

Whether you want to admire quirky architecture in Barcelona, watch swirling
flamenco dancers in Seville, or kick-back on the sun-kissed sands of Mallorca,
your DK Eyewitness travel guide makes sure you experience all that Spain has
to offer.

From the golden beaches on the Mediterranean coast to the wild peaks of the
Pyrenees, Spain's varied landscape is a treasure trove for outdoor enthusiasts.
But its cities are just as enticing. Discover architectural wonders, Roman ruins,
captivating museums and, to top it all off, a tantalizing cuisine complemented by
world-class wine.

Our updated guide brings Spain to life, transporting you there like no other travel
guide does with expert-led insights, trusted travel advice, detailed breakdowns of
all the must-see sights, photographs on practically every page, and our hand-
drawn illustrations which place you inside the country's iconic buildings and
neighbourhoods. 

You'll discover:

-our pick of Spain's must-sees, top experiences and hidden gems
-the best spots to eat, drink, shop and stay 
-detailed maps and walks which make navigating the country easy
-easy-to-follow itineraries
-expert advice: get ready, get around and stay safe
-colour-coded chapters to every part of Spain, from Barcelona to Madrid,
Bilbao to Seville
-a lightweight format, so you can take it with you wherever you go

Only visiting Barcelona? Try our DK Eyewitness Barcelona

THE AUTHOR
Experience the world with DK Eyewitness.

DK Eyewitness' highly visual guides show you what others only tell you, with
easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your trip.

Our travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do around the world,
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while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the
world, from handy pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides.

DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully
designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.

One Embassy Gardens, 8 Viaduct Gardens, 
London, SW11 7BW 

Tel: 020 7139 2000 www.dk.com 



DK Eyewitness Switzerland
 

THE PITCH
GROWING MARKET SHARE: DK Eyewitness travel guides are showing the
fastest market share growth in the UK YTD (Source: Nielsen Bookscan, April
2023)

UPDATED BY LOCAL EXPERTS: this new edition is updated by local
experts, who know Switzerland inside and out

NEW RAIL LINKS: in 2023, a new sleeper service will run from Prague in the
Czech Republic to the Swiss city of Zürich, attracting more tourists to
Switzerland (Source: Time Out, November 2022)

NEW WALKING ROUTE: Switzerland has set up a brand-new multi-day
walking route, the ViaBerna, which takes in the forested Jura Mountains, the
Swiss capital Bern, Lake Thun and through the Alps (Source: Femina, June
2022)

THE BOOK
Discover the quaint villages, cultured cities and awe-inspiring scenery of
Switzerland.

Whether you want to hit the slopes, explore chocolate-box alpine towns, or take
a scenic railway journey to remember, your DK Eyewitness travel guide makes
sure you experience all that Switzerland has to offer.

Full of magical sights and exhilarating activities, Switzerland's small size belies
its beguiling charms. In a single day, visitors can encounter breathtaking
glaciers, high-altitude lakes, and iconic mountains - and still be back in time for
fondue and schnapps.

Our updated guide brings Switzerland to life, transporting you there like no other
travel guide does with expert-led insights, trusted travel advice, detailed
breakdowns of all the must-see sights, photographs on practically every page,
and our hand-drawn illustrations which place you inside the country's iconic
buildings and neighbourhoods. 

You'll discover:

-our pick of Switzerland's must-sees, top experiences and hidden gems
-the best spots to eat, drink, shop and stay 
-detailed maps and walks which make navigating the country easy
-easy-to-follow itineraries
-expert advice: get ready, get around and stay safe
-colour-coded chapters to every part of Switzerland, from Bern to Geneva,
Zürich to the Bernese Oberland
-a lightweight format, so you can take it with you wherever you go

Exploring beyond Switzerland? Try our DK Eyewitness Europe.

THE AUTHOR
Experience the world with DK Eyewitness.

DK Eyewitness' highly visual guides show you what others only tell you, with
easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your trip.

Our travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do around the world,
while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
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countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the
world, from handy pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides.

DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully
designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.

One Embassy Gardens, 8 Viaduct Gardens, 
London, SW11 7BW 

Tel: 020 7139 2000 www.dk.com 



DK Eyewitness Top 10 Chicago
 

THE PITCH
COMPLETELY UNIQUE IN THE MARKET: our concise lists of 10 are easily
accessible to all readers, cutting straight to the very best a destination has
to offer - no other publisher approaches travel guides in this way

PULL-OUT MAP: the guide includes a laminated pull-out map of the city with
practical information and a selected sight index

RISE IN VISITOR NUMBERS: Chicago has seen a strong recovery of post-
COVID tourism, with tourist numbers now up 86% from 2020
(www.chicago.gov)

BEST CITY IN AMERICA: Chicago was voted the best large city in America
for the sixth time in a row at the Conde Nast Traveler Readers' Choice
Awards (www.choosechicago.com)

THE BOOK
The world's bestselling pocket guides

Home to iconic skyscrapers, atmospheric blues bars and world class
restaurants, Chicago is one of America's most exciting cities. Away from the
buzz, sweeping sandy beaches and vast green parks make for the perfect place
to unwind.

Make the most of your trip to the Windy City with DK Eyewitness Top 10.
Planning is a breeze with our simple lists of ten, covering the very best that
Chicago has to offer and ensuring that you don't miss a thing. Best of all, the
pocket-friendly format is light and easily portable; the perfect companion while
out and about.

Inside you'll find: 

Top 10 lists of Chicago's must-sees, including the Willis Tower, the Art Institute
of Chicago, Chicago Riverwalk and Millennium Park
Chicago's most interesting areas, with the best places for sightseeing, food and
drink, and shopping
Themed lists, including the best skyscrapers, parks and beaches, blues and
jazz joints, film locations and much more
Easy-to-follow itineraries, perfect for a day trip, a weekend, or a week
A laminated pull-out map of Chicago, plus five full-colour area maps

DK Eyewitness Top 10s have been helping travellers to make the most of their
breaks since 2002.

Looking for more on Chicago's culture, history and attractions? Try our DK
Eyewitness guides to Chicago and the USA.

THE AUTHOR
Experience the world with DK Eyewitness.

DK Eyewitness' highly visual guides show you what others only tell you, with
easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your trip.

Our travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do around the world,
while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the
world, from handy pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides.
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DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully
designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.

One Embassy Gardens, 8 Viaduct Gardens, 
London, SW11 7BW 

Tel: 020 7139 2000 www.dk.com 



DK Eyewitness Top 10 Greek Islands
 

THE PITCH
COMPLETELY UNIQUE IN THE MARKET: our concise lists of 10 are easily
accessible to all readers, cutting straight to the very best a destination has
to offer - no other publisher approaches travel guides in this way

PULL-OUT MAP: the guide includes a laminated pull-out map of the region
with practical information and a selected sight index

RISE IN VISITOR NUMBERS: tourism in Greece is set to break records in
2023. In the period January-August 2023, 17.4 million international air arrivals
were recorded, surpassing the levels of January-August 2022 (Source: Greek
Reporter, September 2023)

HIGH VISITOR SPENDING: by far, most of the tourist spending in Greece
comes from leisure visitors. Leisure travel accounted for the highest share of
travel and tourism spending in 2021: expenditure on leisure trips represented
95 percent of total tourism spending in the country, remaining stable
compared to 2019. (Source: Statista)

THE BOOK
The world's bestselling pocket guides

With crystal-clear waters, picturesque villages and legendary historic sites, the
Greek islands offer irresistible escapes in abundance and endless sun-dappled
days.

Make the most of your trip to this ancient archipelago with DK Eyewitness Top
10. Planning is a breeze with our simple lists of ten, covering the very best that
the Greek Islands have to offer and ensuring that you don't miss a thing. Best of
all, the pocket-friendly format is light and easily portable; the perfect companion
while out and about.

Inside you'll find: 

Up-to-date information following the COVID-19 outbreak, insider tips and advice
for staying safe
Top 10 lists of the Greek Islands' must-sees, including Corfu Old Town,
classical Crete, the magical Évvia and the beaches of Delos 
The Greek Islands' most interesting areas, with the best places for sightseeing,
food and drink, and shopping
Themed lists, including the Myths and Legends, Picturesque Villages, Greek
Dishes, Secluded Beaches and much more
Easy-to-follow itineraries, perfect for a day trip, a weekend, or a week
A laminated pull-out map of the Greek Islands, plus seven full-colour area maps

DK Eyewitness Top 10s have been helping travellers to make the most of their
breaks since 2002.

Looking for more on Greece's culture, history and attractions? Try our DK
Eyewitness Greek Islands or DK Eyewitness Greece.

THE AUTHOR
Experience the world with DK Eyewitness.

DK Eyewitness' highly visual guides show you what others only tell you, with
easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your trip.
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Our travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do around the world,
while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the
world, from handy pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides.

DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully
designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.

One Embassy Gardens, 8 Viaduct Gardens, 
London, SW11 7BW 

Tel: 020 7139 2000 www.dk.com 



DK Eyewitness Top 10 Los Angeles
 

THE PITCH
COMPLETELY UNIQUE IN THE MARKET: our concise lists of 10 are easily
accessible to all readers, cutting straight to the very best a destination has
to offer - no other publisher approaches travel guides in this way

PULL-OUT MAP: the guide includes a laminated pull-out map of the city with
practical information and a selected sight index

HIGH VISITOR NUMBERS PREDICTED: LA welcomed about 40 million
visitors in 2021, a sign that the destination is starting to rebound after the
pandemic. Full recovery is expected in 2023, when 51 million visitors are
expected to visit (Source: xola.com)

NEW OPENING: the highly-anticipated Super Nintendo World opened to
visitors at Universal Studios Hollywood on 17 February 2023 (Source:
Universal Studios)

THE BOOK
The world's bestselling pocket guides

Made iconic by its Hollywood connections, Los Angeles is also jam-packed with
must-see sights - think world-renowned museums, top-notch restaurants, fun-
filled theme parks, and scenic surfing spots.

Make the most of your trip to the City of Angels with DK Eyewitness Top 10.
Planning is a breeze with our simple lists of ten, covering the very best that Los
Angeles has to offer and ensuring that you don't miss a thing. Best of all, the
pocket-friendly format is light and easily portable; the perfect companion while
out and about.

Inside you'll find: 

- Top 10 lists of Los Angeles's must-sees including Historic Hollywood
Boulevard, the Getty Center, Griffith Park, and Disneyland® Resort
- Los Angeles's most interesting areas, with the best places for sightseeing,
food and drink, and shopping
- Themed lists, including the best beaches, movie theatres, drives and day trips,
parks and gardens, and much more
- Easy-to-follow itineraries, perfect for a day trip, a weekend, or a week
- A laminated pull-out map of Los Angeles, plus eight full-colour area maps

DK Eyewitness Top 10s have been helping travellers to make the most of their
breaks since 2002.

Looking for more on Los Angeles's culture, history and attractions? Try our DK
Eyewitness California.

THE AUTHOR
Experience the world with DK Eyewitness.

DK Eyewitness' highly visual guides show you what others only tell you, with
easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your trip.

Our travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do around the world,
while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the
world, from handy pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides.
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DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully
designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.

One Embassy Gardens, 8 Viaduct Gardens, 
London, SW11 7BW 

Tel: 020 7139 2000 www.dk.com 



USA National Parks New Edition
Lands of Wonder  

THE PITCH
PERENNIALLY POPULAR PARKS: the national parks continue to attract
visitors, with more than 297 million people visiting the parks in 2021.
Numbers continue to grow, too, with eleven parks receiving more than 5
million recreation visits in 2021, which is up from seven parks in 2020 and
equal to the number of parks in 2019 (Source: www.nps.gov). They're even a
hit on TikTok, with #usnational parks getting 3.9 million views and
#nationalparkservice 25.2 million views

FIRST EDITION A SUCCESS: since publication in May 2020, the first
edition of USA National Parks: Lands of Wonder has sold 40,393 units total

FEATURES THE NEWEST PARK: within DK's second edition, all 63 parks
appear in order of their establishment, and includes the most recently
designated park, New River Gorge (West Virginia), which was given official
national park status in December 2020

HIDDEN HISTORY: the book's front section offers an engaging history of the
national parks - the ideas behind their establishment, the special place they
hold in American culture, why they're more relevant than ever today.
Importantly, this section also honours those who shaped the parks and have
largely been written out of history

THE BOOK
Celebrate the beauty, history, and cultural importance of America's 63
national parks. 

The USA's National Parks truly are places of wonder: staggering landscapes of
jaw-dropping dimensions and incredible diversity where you can stand on the
very edge of civilization. They are the earth's breathing spaces; precious places
to conserve nature and wildlife for future generations. And they are playgrounds
filled with countless places to hike, camp, climb, swim and paddle, where you
and your family can create lifelong memories of freedom and wide-open spaces.

Revised and updated, and featuring the newest national park, New River Gorge,
USA National Parks: Lands of Wonder is a celebration of these magnificent
spaces. Between its pages you'll discover beautiful photography and inspiring
ideas - perfect for planning your next adventure, whether you want to be alone
amid the vast and haunting wilderness of Alaska's Denali Park or get up close to
the teeming tropical wildlife of Florida's Everglades. All 63 national parks are
covered in order of designation, showcasing what makes each one unique, with
the help of maps, facts and figures, things to do, and when and where to
experience it at its best.

THE AUTHOR
Experience the world with DK Eyewitness.

DK Eyewitness' highly visual guides show you what others only tell you, with
easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your trip.

Our travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do around the world,
while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the
world, from handy pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides.

DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully
designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.
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Unforgettable Journeys The Americas
 

Inspirational travel book covering the Americas'
most incredible journeys, including routes on foot
and by bike, road, rail and water

THE PITCH
PART OF A SUCCESSFUL SERIES: the next in series after Unforgettable
Journeys (2020) and Unforgettable Journeys Europe (2023)

RISE OF DOMESTIC TRAVEL: domestic travel remains a top priority for
Americans in 2023 due to high inflation and rising costs (forbes.com); Route
66 is the most watched road trip on TikTok with 162 million views
(dailywaffle.co.uk)

BOOMING INFRASTRUCTURE: Mexico is launching part of a new train
route, the Tren Maya network, in 2023 (timeout.com); Canada launched a
new hiking trail on Prince Edward Island in 2022 (travelandleisure.com);
electric vehicle charging stations are expanding in the USA
(lonelyplanet.com)

INSPIRING JOURNEYS: illustrated with inspiring photography and maps that
plot the routes and bring their highlights to life, with additional practical
information such as duration, difficulty, and start and end points

THE BOOK
Take the scenic route through the Americas

When it comes to unforgettable travel experiences, journeys through the
Americas top our bucket list. Imagine a road trip across the US, cruising along
the Amazon, or taking an epic train ride through the Canadian Rockies. Across
this beautiful landmass, it's the journey, rather than the destination, that's
always mattered the most. 

Featuring over 150 inspirational entries, Unforgettable Journeys The Americas is
a vibrant celebration of taking the scenic route. We've picked the best
adventures across the Americas, from soaking up the oceanside scenery on a
drive along the Pacific Coast Highway to sailing between sandy islands in the
Caribbean. Of course, the big-hitters are covered - hiking the mammoth
Appalachian Trail, driving along the iconic Route 66, and cruising past icy
glaciers in Alaska and the Inside Passage - but we also take you off-the-beaten
path, roaming Guyana's Kaieteur Falls, kayaking through Canada's Nahanni
River, and navigating the twisting corners of the Hana Highway in Hawaii. We've
organized the book by types of transport, so whether you're an avid hiker,
cyclist or driver, or love to be on the water or on the rails, we've got you covered.
It's time to take the slow road and truly appreciate all the Americas have to offer.

THE AUTHOR
Experience the world with DK Eyewitness.

DK Eyewitness' highly visual guides show you what others only tell you, with
easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your trip.

Our travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do around the world,
while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the
world, from handy pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides.
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DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully
designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.
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Rebel Girls All Things Friendship
A Guide to Celebrating Old Friends, Making New
Ones, and Navigating Sticky Social Situations  

Sara Jin Li, Camila Rivera

Celebrate old friends and make new ones with this
fun and helpful guidebook

THE PITCH
HIGHLY-REQUESTED: 70% of customers polled say that their children worry
about friendship issues in their daily life

LIFE SKILLS: Children who build essential tools to maintaining friendships
(including social skills and conflict resolution) are less likely to face social
and emotional difficulties later in life

REAL-WORLD EXPERIENCES: Featuring stories and advice from real girls
around the world, making it more relatable and relevant to a diverse, Gen
Alpha audience

EXPERT ADVICE: Featuring insights from experts on topics like
communication, conflict resolution, and boundary-setting

THE BOOK
Celebrate old friends, make new ones, and learn how to navigate sticky
friendship situations with this fun and helpful guidebook.

Good friends make you laugh until your stomach hurts, support you during
tough times, and brighten even the gloomiest of days. But like all relationships,
friendships can be complicated. The tricky stuff, like figuring out how to make
new friends, navigating group dynamics, and getting through arguments, might
have you feeling overwhelmed. This guide to friendship has you covered!

Through quizzes, tips from experts, and stories and advice from girls around the
world, you'll learn:

- How to strike up a conversation with a potential new friend
- Tips for setting boundaries and communicating your feelings
- The ins and outs of getting through a fight
- What to do when you feel left out
- Fun ways to celebrate your friends
and more!

THE AUTHOR
Sara Jin Li is an essayist, playwright, and filmmaker based in sunny Los
Angeles, California. Her writing has been published in New York Magazine, Elle,
Cosmopolitan, Paper Magazine, and more. As an immigrant and a queer woman
of color, Sara's artistic work centers marginalized identities. She has written
several short films and plays, including Leap of Love (2023)—a satire about
ableism—which won the Disability Film Festival and is now premiering at film
festivals across SoCal. Sara is also the founder of Heretics Club: a literary salon
for creative writers. She is currently pursuing her Master's degree at Harvard
University.

Camila Rivera was born in Cali, Colombia, and raised just about everywhere
else. She is a witch, a wordsmith, and an eternal dreamer. Her work has been
featured in online outlets such as Frenshe and GoodGoodGood Co.

All Things Friendship is Camila's first book and a dream come true. Ever the
rolling stone, she splits her time between New Jersey and North Carolina. When
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she's not on the move, you can usually find her telling fortunes, singing bad
karaoke, and working on her next novel.
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Rebel Girls Money Matters
A Guide to Saving, Spending, and Everything in
Between  

Alexa Von Tobel

Learn the building blocks of all things personal
finance with this fun and informative guidebook.

THE PITCH
FINANCIAL ILLITERACY: Financial literacy is not taught in schools. Nearly
75% of teens find their financial literacy to be lacking and are not confident in
their knowledge.

NOT A TEXTBOOK: Makes finances fun with interactive quizzes, expert
tips, and relatable stories

ESSENTIAL LIFE SKILLS: From budgeting to credit cards to investing, this
book teaches valuable life skills to face real-world financial challenges.

FOUNDATION FOR SUCCESS: Understanding how money works is the
foundation for girls to be the arbiters of their futures. By the age of 7, kids
have already solidified the money habits that they will take into adulthood.

THE BOOK
Learn the building blocks of all things personal finance with this fun and
informative guidebook.

Do you have a full piggy bank you'd like to convert to your very own savings
account? Are you ready to start your own scarf-making business? Want tips on
how to be a savvy shopper with your hard-earned babysitting money? No matter
where you are on your earning, saving, or spending journey, this book offers
tried-and-true wisdom to help you be even more informed, independent, and
ready for the future.

Through quizzes, tips from experts, and stories and advice from girls around the
world, you'll get a firm footing in financial literacy. You'll learn:

-How to create a budget
-How a credit card works
-What investing is and how to start
-When to spend and when to save
-The truth about pay gaps
-How to create a business plan
-and much more!

THE AUTHOR
Alexa von Tobel is the founder and managing partner of Inspired Capital. Prior to
Inspired Capital, Alexa founded LearnVest in 2008 with the goal of helping
people make progress on their money. After raising nearly $75 million in venture
capital, LearnVest was acquired by Northwestern Mutual in May 2015 in one of
the biggest fintech acquisitions of the decade. Alexa, who holds a Certified
Financial Planner™ designation, is the New York Times bestselling author of
Financially Fearless and Financially Forward. She is also the host of The
Founders Project with Alexa von Tobel, a weekly podcast with Inc. that
highlights top entrepreneurs. Originally from Florida, Alexa attended Harvard
College and Harvard Business School before settling in New York City where
she currently resides with her husband, Cliff, and three children, Toby, Cashel,
and Rosey.

Morgan Goble wanted to be an illustrator since she was in kindergarten, and
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today she gets to work full-time illustrating children’s books! She studied
illustration at Sheridan College and received her first book offer shortly after
graduating. Morgan’s work has been primarily targeted for middle grade
audiences, but she also loves working on picture books for younger readers. Her
first picture book is set to publish in 2025. She lives in Ontario, Canada with her
husband, Andy, and their cat, Noni. When she’s not drawing, you’ll probably find
her writing stories, watching Survivor, and leaving half-finished cups of tea all
over the house.
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A Touch of Chaos
A Dark and Enthralling Reimagining of the Hades
and Persephone Myth  

Scarlett St. Clair

The gods are at war in the highly-anticipated final
installment of the Hades and Persephone story, from
bestselling author Scarlett St. Clair

THE PITCH
A fandom of readers: Scarlett St. Clair is the fan-favorite USA Today
bestselling author of the reimagined Hades X Persephone series, which has
become a viral sensation on TikTok withover 51M views for the first title,
#atouchofadarkness

Stellar seller: Scarlett St. Clair has sold over 420k print copies of her books
in the past year

Steamy romantasy: Scarlett St. Clair is an essential author for highheat
dark fantasy books in the vein of Jennifer L. Armentrout and Sarah J. Maas

Author/story location: Scarlett St. Clair lives in Oklahoma, the Hades X
Persephone Saga takes place in the fictional city of New Greece

Series information: fourth in the Hades X Persephone series, must be read
in order

THE BOOK
The world will burn in the final installment of Scarlett St. Clair's
bestselling Hades X Persephone saga.

The gods are at war, the Titans have been released, and Hades and Persephone
must fight tooth and nail for their happy ending.

Persephone, Goddess of Spring, never guessed that a chance encounter with
Hades, God of the Underworld, would change her life forever-but he did. Now
embroiled in a fight for humanity and battles between the gods, Persephone and
Hades have entered a world they never thought they would see. To end the
chaos, Persephone must draw upon her darkness and embrace who she's
become-goddess, wife, queen of the Underworld.

Once, Persephone made bargains to save those she loves. Now, she will go to
war for them.

The world will burn in the final installment of Scarlett St. Clair's bestselling
Hades X Persephone saga. The gods are at war, the Titans have been released,
and Hades and Persephone must fight tooth and nail for their happy ending.
Persephone, Goddess of Spring, never guessed that a chance encounter with
Hades, God of the Underworld, would change her life forever-but he did. Now
embroiled in a fight for humanity and battles between the gods, Persephone and
Hades have entered a world they never thought they would see. To end the
chaos, Persephone must draw upon her darkness and embrace who she's
become-goddess, wife, queen of the Underworld. Once, Persephone made
bargains to save those she loves. Now, she will go to war for them.

THE AUTHOR
Scarlett St. Clair is the bestselling author of the HADES X PERSEPHONE
SAGA, the HADES SAGA, KING OF BATTLE AND BLOOD, and WHEN
STARS COME OUT. She has a Master's degree in Library Science and
Information Studies and a Bachelors in English Writing. She is obsessed with
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Greek Mythology, murder mysteries, and the afterlife. You can find pictures of
her adorable dog Adelaide on her Instagram at authorscarlettstclair, and updates
on her books at www.scarlettstclair.com.
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Fake
 

Tate James

The next book in TikTok sensation Tate James's
Madison Kate series, a spicy and suspenseful "why
choose" romance. With her stalker still on the loose
and tensions between her and Archer's boys higher
than ever, Madison Kate will use every tool at her
disposal to take back her life, her freedom, and her
name.

THE PITCH
TikTok sensation: Tate James is a growing force on social media, with over
13 million views on #TateJames and 9 million on #MadisonKate as of mid-
May 2023.

Eager fans: Readers devour these books and are begging for more. Tate had
over 4000 preorders for her most recent Book Bonanza event, and the
Madison Kate series has almost 300 million page reads on Amazon.

Tropes and heat level: reverse harem/"why choose," bully romance,
enemies to lovers, mafia romance, forced proximity; R++ - very high heat

Author location: Tate lives in Australia, but her books take place in the
USA and she has a large international fanbase, frequently attending overseas
events such as Book Bonanza.

THE BOOK
"You'll always be mine."

The latest taunt from my stalker reminded me I was nothing more than a
possession to my father, to the Reapers, to Archer D'Ath. Even to Kody and
Steele. Princess Danvers-the prize.

His wife.

Archer D'Ath's wife.

I hate them. They lied to me. Over and over again. I knew they were lying, too,
and I hate myself for letting it get this far. For falling for them despite what they
did to me. For believing in the relationships I wanted so desperately to be real.

Fake.

It's all fake. And none of them will let me go. Archer and his boys think they
control me. My stalker wants to possess me. I'm not an idiot-I know my newest
allies are using me, too.

That's fine.

I'll use all of them. I'll use them to take back what's mine.

My life. My freedom. My name.

No one owns Madison Kate Danvers.

THE AUTHOR
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Tate James is a USA Today bestselling author of contemporary romance and
romantic suspense, with occasional forays into fantasy, paranormal romance,
and urban fantasy. She was born and raised in Aotearoa (New Zealand) but now
lives in Australia with her husband and their adorable crotchfruit.

She is a lover of books, booze, cats, and coffee, and is most definitely not a
morning person. Tate is a bit too sarcastic, swears far too much for polite
society, and definitely tells too many dirty jokes. You can follow her on
Instagram.
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Kate
 

Tate James

The final book in TikTok sensation Tate James's
Madison Kate series, a spicy and suspenseful "why
choose" romance. Hate fueled her, lies tore her
apart, and in the end, everything she thought she
knew turned out to be fake. But no one is taking
away Archer, Kody, and Steele. If a war is what it'll
take to keep them, then a war is what her enemies
will get.

THE PITCH
TikTok sensation: Tate James is a growing force on social media, with over
13 million views on #TateJames and 9 million on #MadisonKate as of mid-
May 2023.

Eager fans: Readers devour these books and are begging for more. Tate had
over 4000 preorders for her most recent Book Bonanza event, and the
Madison Kate series has almost 300 million page reads on Amazon.

Tropes and heat level: reverse harem/"why choose," bully romance,
enemies to lovers, mafia romance, forced proximity; R++ - very high heat

Author location: Tate lives in Australia, but her books take place in the
USA and she has a large international fanbase, frequently attending overseas
events such as Book Bonanza.

THE BOOK
"I never miss."

Riot Night changed my life.

Coming back to Shadow Grove turned it on its head.

I've been hunted, stabbed, stalked, tormented, and used. Hate fueled me, lies
tore me apart, and in the end, everything I thought I knew turned out to be fake.

Except...Riot Night also brought Archer, Kody, and Steele back into my life. No
matter how much I've fought my feelings for them, no matter how much I've
hated them or how many of their deceptions I've uncovered-I want them in my
life. I want to fight for them. All three of them.

No one owns me.

No one is taking them away.

This is my life, damn it, and these guys are mine to keep.

If a war is what it takes, then a war is what our enemies will get.

THE AUTHOR
Tate James is a USA Today bestselling author of contemporary romance and
romantic suspense, with occasional forays into fantasy, paranormal romance,
and urban fantasy. She was born and raised in Aotearoa (New Zealand) but now
lives in Australia with her husband and their adorable crotchfruit.
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She is a lover of books, booze, cats, and coffee, and is most definitely not a
morning person. Tate is a bit too sarcastic, swears far too much for polite
society, and definitely tells too many dirty jokes. You can follow her on
Instagram.
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How Does It Feel?

Jeneane O'Riley

From breakout TikTok sensation Jeneane O'Riley
comes the first in the Infatuated Fae series, full of
forbidden enemies-to-lovers romance, twisty
betrayals, and fairy tale magic. When a trip into the
forest goes wrong, biologist Callie falls herself falling
through a Fae portal and straight into the arms of the
Unseelie prince.

THE PITCH
Breakout star: Jeneane is a fast-rising star on social media, with over 40K
TikTok followers, 6M views on #infatuatedfaeseries, and almost 2M views on
#jeneaneoriley.

Great sales trajectory: Sales for How Does It Feel? have exploded in the
last few weeks, with over 3K print sales in four weeks and climbing as this
author starts to break out.

Perfect niche: This series sits right inside the red-hot romantasy trend,
while adding in a fairy tale vibe and scientific elements that are totally fresh in
the space.

Tropes and heat level: Enemies to lovers, villain gets the girl, boy falls first,
forbidden love. Heat level R for standard high contemporary heat.

Story and author location: This series takes place mostly in a fantasy
world, and Jeneane lives in Ohio.

THE BOOK
A forbidden obsession
Unyielding family allegiance
Three deadly challenges
When a trip into the forest to collect a rare mushroom for her research goes
horribly wrong, biologist Callie Peterson finds herself falling through a fairy portal
and straight into the arms of the Unseelie Fae prince. The dangerously unhinged
and viciously handsome Unseelie Fae prince. He thinks she's an assassin sent
by the humans to kill him, not a scientist, and he imprisons her in his realm—
where unwillingly, unwittingly, his obsession with her begins to grow.
Prince Mendax has never felt anything but loathing until his eyes met hers: this
vile human assassin's. He believes she's here to kill him, and yet her beauty is
a parasite that has mercilessly latched onto his mind and won't let go. He itches
to feel her smooth skin, even though the Unseelie royals would rather burn than
touch a human. It's a dangerous desire. If he does not destroy the girl soon, she
may be the only thing capable of destroying him.
Mendax needs to be rid of her—but he also needs to entertain his people. And
so, he challenges Callie to three deadly trials.
If she survives, she gains her freedom.
If she doesn't? His wrath is only just beginning.

THE AUTHOR
Jeneane O'Riley is a #1 bestselling author of whimsically dark and romantic
fantasy books. Her love of storytelling began as a small child, dreaming up
glorious fantasies to fall asleep to. As she has grown older, her love of
storytelling remained, but the tales grew more dangerous and full of toe-curling
tension.
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She is a hobby mycologist and nature enthusiast who resides in Ohio, at least
until she can locate a proper bridge to troll, or perhaps a large tree spacious
enough to hold her smoke show of a husband, her Irish wolfhound, pet dove, and
of course, her three children.
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The Air He Breathes
 

Brittainy Cherry

With incredible reviews and a coveted spot on
TikTok's best "books that'll make you ugly cry" lists,
rising star Brittainy Cherry brings the angst in a
deeply touching story about life after unimaginable
loss.

THE PITCH
Bestselling author: Brittainy Cherry is an international bestselling author of
over 20 books

Hot subgenre: "Books that make you ugly cry" are a fan favorite, with
authors like Lucy Score and Colleen Hoover taking over TikTok; Brittainy sits
easily alongside these "stories that will wreck you"

Series information: Emotionally charged, devastating but ultimately
cathartic modern romances very loosely tied together but easily able to stand
alone

Author location: Brittainy Cherry lives in Wisconsin

THE BOOK
I was warned about Tristan Cole.
"Stay away from him," people said. "He's cruel. He's cold. He's damaged."
It's easy to judge a man because of his past. To look at Tristan and see a
monster. But I couldn't do that. I had to accept the wreckage that lived inside of
him because it also lived inside of me.
We were both empty. We were both looking for something else. Something
more. We both wanted to put together the shattered pieces of our yesterdays.
Then perhaps we could finally remember how to breathe.
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The Inmate
From the Sunday Times Bestselling Author of The
Housemaid  

Freida McFadden

A mind-bending thriller from New York Times
bestselling author Freida McFadden. Guilty people
aren't always put behind bars...

THE PITCH
Super commercial: a dual timeline, psychological read featuring a serial
killer story arc and fascinating, unreliable narrators

Rockstar author: Freida McFadden is a New York Times, USA Today, PW,
and Amazon #1 bestselling author known for her mind-bending, commercial
thrillers (which have been translated in over 30 languages)

Proven success: author's only traditionally published novel, THE
HOUSEMAID, has sold over 200K units in stores since August

THE BOOK
A gripping, twisty thriller from Freida McFadden, the New York Times
author of The Housemaid and The Coworker!

The guiltiest people aren't always the ones behind bars…

As a new nurse practitioner at a maximum-security prison, Brooke Sullivan is
taught three crucial rules:

1. Treat all prisoners with respect.
2. Never reveal any personal information.
3. Never EVER become too friendly with the inmates.

But nobody knows that Brooke has already broken the rules. Nobody knows
about her intimate connection to Shane Nelson, one of the penitentiary's most
notorious and dangerous inmates.

They certainly don't know that Shane was Brooke's high school sweetheart—the
star quarterback, the golden boy who's serving a life sentence for a series of
grisly murders. Or that Brooke's testimony was what put him there.

But Shane knows. He knows more than anyone. And he will never forget.

The Inmate is a propulsive, mind-bending thriller about how we define
guilt—and who has to pay for it, from New York Times bestselling author
Freida McFadden.
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The Hollow Dead
 

Darcy Coates

In the fourth installment of the Gravekeeper series
by USA Today bestselling author Darcy Coates, Keira
faces down the shadowy organization on her trail in
order to rescue the captive dead.

THE PITCH
Experienced, bestselling author: Darcy Coates is a USA Today
bestselling author with more than a dozen horror and suspense titles. She
has cultivated a strong digital fanbase, and Craven Manor was a 2018
Goodreads Choice Award Nominee for Best Horror Novel

New perspective in the genre: Coates often appears on media roundups of
fresh new voices in horror with unique characters that are the perfect
crossover between Adult and YA

Haunting prose: Her books are classically scary and atmospheric with vivid
and unforgettable characters

Author/story location: Darcy Coates resides near Sydney, Australia

Series information: The Hollow Dead is fourth in the Gravekeeper series,
which is best read in order

THE BOOK
"Fans of eerie ghost stories will be hooked."- Publishers Weekly for The
Whispering Dead

When Keira first woke alone in a strange forest, she remembered only two
things: that she could speak with the dead, helping them move on from the
mortal world, and that sinister mask-wearing men were hunting her. She had no
idea what she'd done to earn their hatred or what dangerous secrets she may
have uncovered.

Until now.

Peeling back layer upon layer of the mystery surrounding her origins, Keira has
finally learned that the strange masked men work for Artec, an organization
profiting off spectral energy produced by hundreds of chained, tormented souls.
Their goal is to spread their macabre cemeteries across the world, using the
agony of the dead to extend their power and reach-and only Keira and her loyal
group of friends can stop them. But there are still mysteries to uncover in Keira's
foggy memories, and as she prepares to fight for the souls of the tormented
dead, what she doesn't know about her own past may come back to haunt her.

More in The Gravekeeper Series by Darcy Coates:
The Whispering Dead, Book 1
The Ravenous Dead, Book 2
The Twisted Dead, Book 3

THE AUTHOR
Darcy Coates is the USA Today bestselling author of Hunted, The Haunting of
Ashburn House, Craven Manor, and more than a dozen horror and suspense
titles. She lives on the Central Coast of Australia with her family, cats, and a
garden full of herbs and vegetables. Darcy loves forests, especially old-growth
forests where the trees dwarf anyone who steps between them. Wherever she
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lives, she tries to have a mountain range close by.
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42 Reasons to Hate the Universe
(And One Reason Not To)  

Chris Ferrie, Wade David Fairclough, Byrne
Laginestra

From bestselling author Chris Ferrie comes an out of
this world pop science space book on how the
universe is, indeed, trying to kill us all

THE PITCH
Acclaimed author: Chris Ferrie is the #1 bestselling science author for
kids, with more than 1 million books sold worldwide, proving his ability to
effectively communicate scientific ideas to the masses

Popular nonfiction space: Readers of Randall Munroe's monumental
"What If" series, which has sold almost 1 million books worldwide, and
books such as We Have No Idea will be captivated by Ferrie's wit and humor,
welcoming his work into the science space

Science writing with a twist: Ferrie offers a fresh take on the "how does
the universe work" category that not only adds humor about our impending
doom, but sneakily teaches readers the science of the universe in a
convincing and effective way.

Author Location: Chris Ferrie is an award-winning physicist who works at
the University of Technology Sydney in Australia

THE BOOK
If you've always suspected the universe was out to get you... you were
right!

Yes, the universe we live in is cosmically beautiful and mysterious and all that
crap. But it's also a bit of an asshole. After all, remember that you are just a
group of atoms structured in a specific way for barely long enough to try to
understand this thing we call existence. Those atoms could just have easily
been used to make the dog shit you're cleaning off your shoe or the mold that
grows on your bread! The fact is, when you zoom out to look at the universe and
how it functions, you'll see that it's usually not in our favor, and many of the laws
of physics are actively working against our survival. In this book, you'll discover
why:

You're an aging mutant
Invisible rays are melting our genetic code
The Earth is covered in explosive pimples
Literally everything is poisonous
And more true and terrifying scientific facts!

But don't worry! While it's true that there are (at least) forty-two grudges to hold
against the universe, the good news is that there is also one very good reason
to forgive them all and embrace the wild, improbable fact that we are alive (for
now) and we should take advantage of it while we can. 42 Reasons to Hate the
Universe (And One Reason Not To) is a hilarious, no-holds-barred exploration of
all the reasons we shouldn't exist-but somehow do anyway. Rooted in scientific
research but written simply so that evolved apes such as ourselves can
understand where the heck we came from and where we're likely going, this
book is for all the nerds and nihilists who know they're going down in the end but
want to enjoy the rollercoaster ride of existence on the way.

THE AUTHOR
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Chris Ferrie is an award-winning physicist and Senior Lecturer for Quantum
Software and Information at the University of Technology Sydney. He has a
Masters in applied mathematics, BMath in mathematical physics and a PhD in
applied mathematics. He lives in Australia with his wife and children.
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A Murder in Hollywood
The Untold Story of Tinseltown's Most Shocking
Crime  

Casey Sherman

New York Times bestselling true crime author Casey
Sherman pulls back Tinseltown's velvet curtain to
reveal its dark underbelly through the shocking
murder of Hollywood darling, Lana Turner

THE PITCH
Bestselling author: A gripping new true crime narrative from New York
Times bestselling author Casey Sherman, whose true crime narratives have
sold tens of thousands of copies

Glamourous hook: 1950s-era Hollywood glam meets an unexpected killing
when Lana Turner's daughter protects her mother from her abusive boyfriend--
sure to grab the attention of true crime fans and film buffs alike

Important themes: Rather than just offer up another true-crime story,
Sherman's narrative sheds light on the dangers of toxic-masculinity, abuse,
and idolization of famous women figures, packing a punch for those
interested in these social ideas

Movie material: Casey Sherman's books are not only best-selling, but have
made it to the big screen, with blockbusters The Finest Hours, and Patriots
Day being adapted from his work, proving his ability to write screen worthy
content!

Author Location: Casey lives in Massachusetts

THE BOOK
The dark story behind the bright lights of Tinseltown

From the outside, Hollywood starlet Lana Turner seemed to have it all-a thriving
film career, a beautiful daughter, and the kind of fame and fortune that most
people could only dream of. But when the famous femme fatale began dating
mobster Johnny Stompanato, thug for the infamous west coast mob boss
Mickey Cohen, her personal life became violent and unpredictable. Lana's
teenage daughter, Cheryl, watched her beloved mother's life deteriorate as
Stompanato's intense jealousy took over. Eventually, the physical and emotional
abuse became too much to bear, and Lana attempted to break it off with
Johnny-with disastrous consequences. The details of what happened that fateful
night remain foggy, but it ended in a series of frantic phone calls and
Stompanato dead on Lana's bedroom floor, with Cheryl claiming to have plunged
a knife into his abdomen in an attempt to protect her mother. The subsequent
murder trial made for the biggest headlines of the year, its drama eclipsing every
Hollywood movie.

New York Times bestselling author Casey Sherman pulls back Tinseltown's
velvet curtain to reveal the dark underbelly of celebrity, rife with toxic masculinity
and casual violence against women, and tells the story of Lana Turner and her
daughter, who finally stood up to the abuse that plagued their family for years. A
Murder in Hollywood transports us back to the golden age of film and illuminates
one of the 20th century's most notorious true crime tales.

THE AUTHOR
Casey Sherman is an American author, journalist, and screenwriter. Several of
his books have been made into major motion pictures or are in development.
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What the Children Told Us
The Untold Story of the Famous "Doll Test" and the
Black Psychologists Who Changed the World  

Tim Spofford

For readers of The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks
and Hidden Figures, What the Children Told Us tells
the story of an iconic partnership that set the stage
for decades of civil rights activism

THE PITCH
Market: Readers continue to seek out stories of forgotten figures from
history, particularly the stories of Black people and other POC whose
influences have been overlooked

Author expertise: The author has devoted more than a decade to
researching and writing the book and has exclusive access to the Clarks'
family photos and documents

Incredible read: Well-drawn characters, an immersive setting, and
important historical events and figures woven into the story make this an
unputdownable read for fans of serious narrative history

Author location: Tim Spofford lives in St. Petersburg, Florida and Lee,
Massachusetts

THE BOOK
Does racial discrimination harm Black children's sense of self?

The Doll Test illuminated its devastating toll.

Dr. Kenneth Clark visited rundown and under-resourced segregated schools
across America, presenting Black children with two dolls: a white one with hair
painted yellow and a brown one with hair painted black. "Give me the doll you
like to play with," he said. "Give me the doll that is a nice doll." The
psychological experiment Kenneth developed with his wife, Mamie, designed to
measure how segregation affected Black children's perception of themselves
and other Black people, was enlightening-and horrifying. Over and over again,
the young children-some not yet five years old-selected the white doll as
preferable, and the brown doll as "bad." Some children even denied their race.
"Yes," said brown-skinned Joan W., age six, when questioned about her
affection for the light-skinned doll. "I would like to be white."

What the Children Told Us is the story of the towering intellectual and emotional
partnership between two Black scholars who highlighted the psychological
effects of racial segregation. The Clarks' story is one of courage, love, and an
unfailing belief that Black children deserved better than what society was
prepared to give them, and their unrelenting activism played a critical role in the
landmark Brown v. Board of Education case. The Clarks' decades of
impassioned advocacy, their inspiring marriage, and their enduring work shines
a light on the power of passion in an unjust world.

THE AUTHOR
Tim Spofford's writing career has focused on racial issues in education. Spofford
has taught writing and journalism in schools and colleges and has a Doctor of
Arts in English degree from the State University of New York at Albany. His
work has appeared in the New York Times, Newsday, Mother Jones, and other
publications. He lives with his wife, Barbara, in St. Petersburg, Florida, and Lee,
Massachusetts. Visit him at timspoffordbooks.com
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The Poisons We Drink
 

Bethany Baptiste

The Poisons We Drink is a potent YA debut about a
world where love potions are weaponized against
hate and prejudice, sisterhood is unbreakable, and
self-love is life and death.

THE PITCH
Contemporary, witchy fantasy: This witchy fantasy blends politics,
rebellion, and the intersectionally of Black and queer characters for a
unforgettable novel of resistance and discovering what you're fighting for

Spellbinding author: Bethany Baptiste is a teacher and inclusion specialist
who is heavily involved in the YA community

Dazzling debut: The Poisons We Drink is Bethany Baptiste's debut YA
novel and poised to put a spell on YA readers. Perfect for fans of
Legendborn, Wings of Ebony, and Blood Like Magic

Author/story location: The author lives in Jacksonville, Florida, and the
story takes place in a fictional Washington D.C.

THE BOOK
In a country divided between humans and witchers, Venus Stoneheart
hustles as a brewer making illegal love potions to support her family.

Love potions is a dangerous business. Brewing has painful, debilitating side
effects, and getting caught means death or a prison sentence. But what Venus
is most afraid of is the dark, sentient magic within her.

Then an enemy's iron bullet kills her mother, Venus's life implodes. Keeping her
reckless little sister Janus safe is now her responsibility. When the powerful
Grand Witcher, the ruthless head of her coven, offers Venus the chance to
punish her mother's killer, she has to pay a steep price for revenge. The cost?
Brew poisonous potions to enslave D.C.'s most influential politicians.

As Venus crawls deeper into the corrupt underbelly of her city, the line between
magic and power blurs, and it's hard to tell who to trust...Herself included.

The Poisons We Drink is a potent YA debut about a world where love potions
are weaponized against hate and prejudice, sisterhood is unbreakable, and self-
love is life and death.

THE AUTHOR
Bethany Baptiste is an inner-city educator by day and a young adult SFF
novelist by night. If she's not writing a lesson plan or a story, she does retail
therapy in Florida bookstores and takes scheduled naps with her three chaotic
evil dogs. You can visit her at bethanybaptiste.com or @storysorcery on Twitter.
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10 Hours to Go
 

Keely Parrack

Welcome to the highway of your nightmares in this
fiery claustrophobic thriller for fans of Natalie D.
Richards and Natasha Preston

THE PITCH
A raging fire of stakes: With a ticking clock to natural disaster and fellow
passengers with bad intentions, the story combines locked-room-style
tensions with survival elements and the unpredictability of nature

YA thriller to die for: Teens can't get enough heart-stopping thrillers! 10
Hours to Go will add to the YA thriller compendium along the likes of Holly
Jackson, Natalie D. Richards, and Karen M. McManus

Author and story location: Keely Parrack lives in the San Francisco,
California. This Pacific Northwest roadtrip story transverses Oregon and
northern California

THE BOOK
Lily wants to get home. Her friends want to get even.

Lily needs a ride-a fire warning in Oregon has cancelled her train home to
California. Her ex-best friend, Natasha, has offered to pick Lily up on her way
back from Portland, though they're barely on speaking terms. As it turns out,
Natasha's also giving a ride to Elke Azizi, the girl Lily got expelled from their
school four years ago. Elke hasn't forgotten, and neither has Natasha.

It's getting tense in the car, and it's not just about the past. There's smoke in
the air, and with the wildfires nearby, staying on the road is becoming riskier by
the hour. When Natasha and Elke decide to take a detour, Lily hopes it'll get
them out of danger. She has no idea, though, what her former friends have
planned for her.

But as night comes, the plans change again when it becomes all too clear that
leaving the main road was a mistake. Now the three of them are trapped in the
woods under a burning sky, with no easy way out. To survive, Lily must depend
on Elke and Natasha-but after all that's happened, can she trust them with her
life?

THE AUTHOR
Keely Parrack was born in the UK but moved to the US twenty years ago, where
she works as a teacher and bookseller. She lives with her family in the Bay
Area. Find her online at keelyparrack.com
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Be Dazzled
 

Ryan La Sala

From bestselling author Ryan La Sala, there's
nothing like a little dazzling competition to heal a
broken heart. Now in paperback!

THE PITCH
Superstar author: Indie-bestselling author Ryan La Sala is an incredibly
charismatic and a powerhouse self-promoter, with 24.k followers on TikTok
and 491.5k views on the tag #RyanLaSala

Contemporary queers: Be Dazzled is the perfect contemporary queer read
for fans of popular, heartwarming shows like Heartstopper, Young Royals,
and Love, Victor

Paperback never looked so good: The paperback edition of Be Dazzled is
queer, here, and fabulous with a new package to catch the eyes of fans of
Heartstopper and Red, White, and Royal Blue

Author/story location: Ryan La Sala lives in New York City, New York. Be
Dazzled takes place in Boston, Massachusetts

THE BOOK
When I see him, I see us. How we came together, what we created, what we
ruined. 

The only way to understand how we fell apart is to understand what we were
made of in the first place.

Raffy can make anything. He can bedazzle, sew, stitch, drape, and turn the
most ordinary objects into fabulous costumes. This year he is determined to win
the biggest cosplay competition in Boston. There's only one small problem...
Raffy's ex-boyfriend, Luca, is his main competition.

Last year Luca and Raffy made the perfect team after serendipitously meeting in
the rhinestone aisle at the local craft store-or at least Raffy thought they did. But
Luca's fear of coming out to his family and Raffy's insistence on perfection when
it came to their art, caused their relationship to crash and burn. And Raffy has
finally picked up the pieces and is determine to have the major comeback he
knows he deserves.

But when Raffy ends up partnering with Luca on his most ambitious build yet,
he'll have to juggle unresolved feelings for the boy who broke his heart and his
own self-doubt as he works to get everything he's ever wanted...and maybe the
boy too.

Praise for Be Dazzled:

"A sequin-filled romance that's also a love letter to the craft and creativity of
cosplay."-Publishers Weekly (STARRED REVIEW)

"A charming, geeky love story filled with all the con drama readers could wish
for."-Kirkus Reviews

"A crafty queer romance about self-acceptance, and a delightful addition to YA
collections."-School Library Journal

"Heartfelt and hilarious, Be Dazzled is an artfully crafted ode to teen ambition
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and first love. From the book's charming cast to Raffy's quick-witted voice, La
Sala's contemporary debut simply dazzles."-Phil Stamper, bestselling author of
The Gravity of Us

THE AUTHOR
Ryan La Sala grew up in Connecticut, but only physically. Mentally, he spent
most of his childhood in the worlds of Sailor Moon and Xena: Warrior Princess,
which perhaps explains all the twirling. He studied Anthropology and
Neuroscience at Northeastern University before becoming a project manager
specialized in digital tools. He technically lives in New York City, but has
actually transcended material reality and only takes up a human shell for
special occasions, like brunch, and to watch anime (which is banned on the
astral plane). He is the author of Reverie and Be Dazzled. You can visit him at
ryanlasala.com.
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My Sticker Dress-Up: Pets
 

Dress and accessorize all the playful PETS in this
adorable My Sticker Dress-Up activity book!

THE PITCH
Reusable stickers offer hours of fun: With over 300 reusable stickers,
outfits and accessories can be used on multiple figures for endless dress-up
options

Screen-free entertainment: Perfect for an on-the-go travel activity or a
screen-free playtime at home, this self-contained activity book encourages
children's unlimited creativity

THE BOOK
Dress and accessorize all the playful PETS in this adorable My Sticker
Dress-Up activity book!

Children will enjoy screen-free fun with this amazing sticker book that
encourages hours of unlimited imagination and play. Features dogs, cats,
horses, birds, and a variety of other popular pets who are all getting ready to
march in the Pet Parade! An album allows children to select and save all their
favorite parade moments. With 5 pages of reusable stickers, children will love
exploring their creativity by creating their own outfits, scenes, and of course-
STYLE!

Contains over 300 reusable stickers for multiple dress-up options

Costumes and accessories can be used on multiple figures so children
experience unlimited creativity

Makes a wonderful birthday gift, holiday stocking stuffer, Easter basket stuffer,
or any celebration gift

THE AUTHOR
LOUISE ANGLICAS graduated in 2004 and has been working as an illustrator
ever since! She has worked on a variety of projects from children's books to
greeting cards to toy design. Her home studio is located in Gloucestershire, UK.
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Why We Need Granddaughters
 

Gregory E. Lang

The next title in the New York Times bestselling
series, this heartfelt picture book is the perfect way
for a grandparent and a granddaughter to express
the deepness of their special bond

THE PITCH
Part of a New York Times bestselling series that has sold millions of
copies: This sweet new picture book comes from Gregory Lang, the #1 New
York Times bestselling author of Why a Daughter Needs a Dad; Greg Lang's
heartfelt books have sold more than 3 million copies

Beautiful illustrations with touching rhyming text: A grandparent is
always there, watching and protecting their granddaughters as they grow,
and this picture book beautifully captures in both text and words the many
joys that come from that bond

Makes a perfect gift: A perfect story for grandparents and granddaughters
of any age to read together, it is the perfect gift for baby showers, birthdays,
new grandparents, graduation, and more

THE BOOK
Based on Gregory Lang's New York Times bestselling original series! The
perfect gift of love or sweet keepsake to show why granddaughters are
so special!

Celebrate the granddaughters in your life with Why We Need Granddaughters, a
heartfelt children's books for ages 3-7 that is the perfect gift to remind your
granddaughter of how much you love her! Brought to you by the same team
behind the New York Times bestseller Why a Daughter Needs a Dad, this next
book in the series features gentle rhyming text, adorable animal illustration, and
a genuine message of love.

Beautiful, curious, fearless, and bright;
Someone who sparkles and shines like a light;
Who soars like a kite, who's brave as a knight;
How else can we describe you, sweet granddaughter?

THE AUTHOR
Gregory E. Lang is the New York Times bestselling author of more than 20
books, including Why a Daughter Needs a Dad, Why a Daughter Needs a Mom,
Why a Son Needs a Dad, Why a Son Needs a Mom, and Why I Love You. He
lives in Georgia.

Lisa Alderson is originally from Lancashire, England. Since childhood she has
been obsessed with the beauty of nature and all pretty things.
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My Sticker Dress-Up: Baby Animals
 

Dress and accessorize all the cute BABY ANIMALS in
this playful My Sticker Dress-Up activity book!

THE PITCH
Reusable stickers offer hours of fun: With over 350 reusable stickers,
outfits and accessories can be used on multiple figures for endless dress-up
options

Screen-free entertainment: Perfect for an on-the-go travel activity or a
screen-free playtime at home, this self-contained activity book encourages
children's unlimited creativity

THE BOOK
Dress and accessorize all the cute BABY ANIMALS in this playful My
Sticker Dress-Up activity book!

Children will enjoy screen-free fun with this amazing sticker book that
encourages hours of unlimited imagination and play. Features a variety of
adorable baby animals including otters, tigers, llamas, and sloths who all come
together for party time! A party album allows children to select and save all their
favorite party animal moments. With 5 pages of reusable stickers, children will
love exploring their creativity by creating their own outfits, scenes, and of
course-STYLE!

Contains over 350 reusable stickers for multiple dress-up options

Costumes and accessories can be used on multiple figures so children
experience unlimited creativity

Makes a wonderful birthday gift, holiday stocking stuffer, Easter basket stuffer,
or any celebration gift

THE AUTHOR
LOUISE ANGLICAS graduated in 2004 and has been working as an illustrator
ever since! She has worked on a variety of projects from children's books to
greeting cards to toy design. Her home studio is located in Gloucestershire, UK.
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My Sticker Dress-Up: Magical Creatures
 

Dress and accessorize all the sparkling MAGICAL
CREATURES in this fantastic My Sticker Dress-Up
activity book!

THE PITCH
Reusable stickers offer hours of fun: With over 300 reusable stickers,
outfits and accessories can be used on multiple figures for endless dress-up
options

Screen-free entertainment: Perfect for an on-the-go travel activity or a
screen-free playtime at home, this self-contained activity book encourages
children's unlimited creativity

THE BOOK
Dress and accessorize all the sparkling MAGICAL CREATURES in this
fantastic My Sticker Dress-Up activity book!

Children will enjoy screen-free fun with this amazing sticker book that
encourages hours of unlimited imagination and play. Select fabulous outfits and
accessories for unicorns, mermaids, narwhals, dinosaurs, and other fantastic
creatures to help them get ready for a fun tea party! An album allows children to
select and save all their favorite magical moments. With 5 pages of reusable
stickers, children will love exploring their creativity by creating their own outfits,
scenes, and of course-STYLE!

Contains over 300 reusable stickers for multiple dress-up options

Costumes and accessories can be used on multiple figures so children
experience unlimited creativity

Makes a wonderful birthday gift, holiday stocking stuffer, Easter basket stuffer,
or any celebration gift

THE AUTHOR
LOUISE ANGLICAS graduated in 2004 and has been working as an illustrator
ever since! She has worked on a variety of projects from children's books to
greeting cards to toy design. Her home studio is located in Gloucestershire, UK.
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